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The Task Force

Mayor Yenni’s streamlining task force
formed to recommend government cuts
Looking back on it, former Jefferson Parish
Assessor Lawrence Chehardy is very proud of the work
that he and his colleagues did during their service on
Mayor Michael S. Yenni’s streamlining task force.”
Of the $3.5 million in recommended cuts along with
cutting 28 jobs out of city government for 2011-2012,
Chehardy said, “We really feel bad for the 28 people
who may be losing their jobs if our recommendations
are followed. However, unfortunately, this is something
that goes on all the time in private business where the
need to make a profit causes constant restructuring.”
Chehardy says he agreed to head the streamlining
task force for two reasons – one, his friendship of many
years with Mayor Yenni, and two, the high regard he
has for the city of Kenner. “Mayor Yenni and I have
been friends for a long time, well before his name came
to public attention,” says Chehardy. “But, beyond that,
continued on page 27

Task Force Results

Mayor Yenni’s streamlining task force
members brought world of experience

What’s Next

The making of a Kenner city budget
BY ALLAN KATZ

BY ALLAN KATZ

Lawrence E. Chehardy, who Kenner Mayor
Michael S. Yenni described as a man who spent 35 years
stopping bureaucrats from balancing local government
budgets on the backs of taxpayers, was appointed to
head Kenner’s streamlining task force formed in April
2011 in an effort to solve the city’s budget problems.
Chehardy, was the long-time former assessor of
Jefferson Parish and is a managing partner of Chehardy,
Sherman Law Firm. The other task force members
named were Leon Giorgio, president and CEO of his
own company, Select Properties Inc. and chairman of
the Jefferson Business Council; Jim Hudson, chief
executive officer and founder of Omni Bank and recent
chairman of Greater New Orleans Inc.; Glenn Hayes,
president of the Jefferson Chamber of Commerce
and former banking executive; Dennis DiMarco,
Jefferson Parish Registrar of Voters and former chief

The making of a Kenner city annual budget, whose
fiscal year runs July 1 and ends June 30, is a long,
involved process that stretches from early February
until the council adopts it, which by city charter must be
no later than June 15.
Here are the steps that begin the process of a
adopting an annual budget:
In early February, the Kenner Finance Department
sends each city department head information to begin
preparing their budget requests for the upcoming year.
The documents show each department how much they
have spent so far in the current year, how much money
remains in their current budget and includes a projection,
based on how much they have spent so far, about how
much they are expected to spend for the remainder of
the year. This enables the department to adequately
assess where they are in the current year in order for
continued on page 27

continued on page 27

Private sponsors bring back free Kenner Summer Camp
“Music in the Park” concerts
program starts June 6, wide

A group of private
sponsors has stepped up
to return the popular live
“Music in the Park” concerts
to Kenner’s Rivertown this
spring.
Once again Kenner’s
Rivertown will come alive on four Friday nights in May as
popular rock bands perform live music on the back porch of the
Kenner Produce Co. shed of Heritage Park in the 300 block of
Williams Boulevard.
In addition to the free concerts, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
Music in the Park also includes booths manned by local food
and craft vendors.
Among the sponsors are Veolia Water N.A.; All South
Consulting Engineers Inc.; Digital Engineering & Imaging
Inc.; GEC Gulf Engineering & Consultants; MCB Properties;
L.A.D. Corporation; the Coca Cola Bottling Company;
Southern Eagle (Budweiser) Distributing Co.; the Friends of
Rivertown, and Acadian Ambulance Service.
The Topcats will be playing on May 6 and the Blackened
Blues Band on May 13. On May 20 the Dingbats will perform
and Category 6 will play on May 27. 

The last Music in the Park concert was on June 5, 2009, when the
Topcats played for one of the event’s largest audiences.

variety of classes also offered
BY ALLAN KATZ

Kenner’s Recreation Department’s Leisure
Service Division this year will once again offer
summer programs for both children and adults. The
summer programs are funded by the fees paid by the
participants that cover the supply costs and salaries.
The programs are self-sustainable and no money is
spent from the city’s general fund on them.
The long-time running summer program is headed
by Kerri McGovern Diaz, manager of the recreation
department’s Leisure Service Division. “We are going
to have a wonderful, fun-filled summer for both adults
and kids,” said Diaz. “The quality of what we offer in
our camps is comparable to that of the private sector.
Each year we strive to improve what we have to offer.
Our summer camp kicks off on June 6.”
“The fee for children from the ages of three to 12
is $140 per two week session for Kenner residents,”
continued Diaz. “Where needed, we also offer
extended care. Our summer camp has three two-week
sessions that include in-house entertainment, arts and
crafts projects, swimming, special event days and
great field trips. Each week has a theme and all the
events compliment that theme. We do something a bit
differently for the last two weeks of camp. The second
to last week of camp the campers host a fun talent
continued on page 26
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Foot traffic on west return
floodwall is barred until 2012,
lake levee path now open
BY ALLAN KATZ

The East Jefferson Levee District has issued a
contract for a complete rebuilding of the west return
floodwall near the Louis Armstrong New Orleans
International Airport.
Until the work is completed, says East Jefferson
Levee District Executive Director Fran Campbell,
the bike path along the west return floodwall will be
barred to both bicycles and foot traffic.
“It would be extremely dangerous to try to either
bike or walk along the previous path adjacent to
the floodwall,” said Campbell. “The path is being
completely torn up. There is much construction work
to be done between the existing wall and the residences
protected by the wall. The demolition of the existing
wall will be extremely dangerous. It will not be a good
place for civilians to find themselves. New drainage
continued on page 26
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“I take my
patient referrals

very
seriously.”
Dr. Frank Rabito
Infectious Disease Physician

When referring a patient to a credentialed member of MD Anderson
Physicians Network® at East Jefferson General Hospital, Dr. Rabito
knows that patient is in great hands. Credentialed EJGH physicians gain
access to treatment protocols that are developed by MD Anderson

East Jefferson
General Hospital

Cancer Center in Houston. That access gives Dr. Rabito and his patients
tremendous peace of mind.

Affiliated with

No one fights cancer alone.
HealthFinder: 504-456-5000

www.ejgh.org/cancercare
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FRIDAYS
in
MAY!th
th
th
May 6 , 20

& 27

6 lucky B Connected members will
be selected on Fridays to play
Guido’s Ballgame and
instantly win up to

3,000

$

SLOT DOLLARS

10 Lucky B Connected Members
will be selected to win a new
26” Samsung LED HDTV!

SATURDAY, MAY 21
6pm - 10pm

st

50% OFF

BREAKFAST!

RECEIVE
UP
TO
ENTRIES
ENTRIES
EVERYDAY YOU PLAY!

10X

250 daily points = 1 entry

SEE B CONNECTED CLUB FOR DETAILS.

Visit the Kiosk to receive
1 free entry each day you play.
All players must check in at
any kiosk each Friday to be eligible
for drawings. Check-in begins each
drawing day at 4pm.

TREASURE CHEST CASINO | 5050 WILLIAMS BLVD. | KENNER
504.443.8000 | www.TREASURECHEST.com

52” Sony LED HDTV!

SEE B CONNECTED CLUB FOR
ENTRY DETAILS AND COMPLETE RULES

2 winners selected at
7pm , 9pm & 11pm

2X

& 1 Lucky B Connected Member
will be selected to win a new

MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-11AM

NOW SERVING

BREAKFAST!

MENU INCLUDES BREAKFAST
CROISSANTS, DANISHES,
EGGS, BACON & GRITS
BREAKFAST PLATES.
MUST PRESENT THIS OFFER TO THE CAFE CASHIER FOR
REDEMPTION. SEE THE B CONNECTED CLUB FOR DETAILS.
RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

OFFER EXPIRES 5/31/11

#58-650
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Join us for an experience that is

OUT OF THIS WORLD!

Join Us For An
Experience That’s
OUT OF THIS WORLD!

Join Us For An
Experience That’s
Join
Us OF
ForTHIS
An WORLD!Narrated by Star Trek’s Kate Mulgrew (Captain Janeway), The
OUT
Experience That’s
Planets provides a spectacular tour of our Solar System and
OUT OF THIS WORLD!

The Planets

Narrated by Star Trek’s Kate Mulgrew (Captain Janeway),
The Planets provides a spectacular tour of our Solar System
and beyond! Witness the formation of our Solar System,
explore the planets and their moons, and search the night
Narrated by Star Trek’s Kate Mulgrew (Captain Janeway),
sky for distant stars, nebulae, and galaxies. Audiences will
The Planets provides a spectacular tour of our Solar System
be amazed by the stunning imagery and up close views of
and beyond! Witness the formation of our Solar System,
The Planets!
explore the planets and their moons, and search the night
Narrated by Star
Trek’s
Kate
Mulgrew
(Captain
Janeway),
sky for
distant
stars,
nebulae,
and galaxies.
Audiences will
The Planets provides
a spectacular
tour ofimagery
our Solar
Running time: 37 minutes
be amazed
by the stunning
andSystem
up close views of
and beyond! Witness the formationThe
of our
Solar System,
Planets!
explore the planets and their moons, and search the night
sky for distant stars, nebulae,Running
and galaxies.
will
time: Audiences
37 minutes
be amazed by the stunning imagery and up close views of
Dive 12,000 feet below the surface of the ocean to join
The Planets!
scientists in the search for mysterious and elusive sea
creatures! Audiences will marvel at mystifying underwater
Running time: 37 minutes
habitats and explore ancient sea species in a journey from the
Dive 12,000 feet below the surface of the ocean to join
dramatic depths of the sea to the far reaches of space!
scientists in the search for mysterious and elusive sea
creatures! Audiences will marvel at mystifying underwater
Running time: 45 minutes
habitats and explore ancient sea species in a journey from the
Dive 12,000 feet
belowdepths
the surface
thetoocean
join of space!
dramatic
of theofsea
the fartoreaches
scientists in the search for mysterious and elusive sea
creatures! Audiences will marvel
at mystifying
Running
time: 45 underwater
minutes
habitats and explore ancient sea species in a journey from the
dramatic depths of the sea to the far reaches of space!

beyond! Witness the formation of our Solar System, explore the
planets and their moons, and search the night sky for distant stars,
nebulae, and galaxies. Audiences will be amazed by the stunning
imagery and up close views of The Planets!

Saturday - 3 p.m.
Laser Pop

Party to a mix of today’s most popular musical artists in this
dazzling display of color and light. Laser animations bring to life
Running time: 45 minutes
popular musical artists in this dazzling display of color and light. Laser
ns from Justin Timberlake, Rihanna, Miley Cyrus, Maroon 5, and more.
selections from Justin Timberlake, Rihanna, Miley Cyrus, Maroon
This show is sure to have you poppin’!
Running time: 30 minutes Party to a mix of today’s most popular musical artists in this dazzling display of color and light. Laser
5, and more. This show is sure to have you poppin’!
animations bring to life selections from Justin Timberlake, Rihanna, Miley Cyrus, Maroon 5, and more.

ASER POP

:

LASER POP
LASER POP

Admission:

Saturday - 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

This show is sure to have you poppin’!

Running
30 display
minutesof color and light. Laser
Party to aE-mail
mix of
today’s most popular
musical
artists
in thistime:
dazzling
riday 10 people or more
rgaitan@kenner.la.us
or call
504-468-7231
animations
life selections
from rates.
Justin Timberlake, Rihanna, Miley Cyrus, Maroon 5, and more.
forbring
more to
information
and group
Schedule:
Admission:
This
show is sure to have you poppin’!

servations.

11:00 am and 1:00 pm

2:00 pm

12 Noon

urth Street

Appointment
Only: Tuesday
thru
Friday
people
or more
Adults
$6.00Running
per show
time:1030
minutes
Children/Seniors
$5.00 per show
Call 504-468-7231 for reservations.
Schedule:

E-mail rgaitan@kenner.la.us or call 504-468-7231
for more information and group rates.

Admission:
Multi-show packages available
Adults
$6.00 per show
E-mail rgaitan@kenner.la.us
or call 504-468-7231
Children/Seniors
$5.00 per show
*Seniors 60 and over
for more information and group rates.
Volcanoes offor
thereservations.
Deep Sea: 11:00 am and 1:00 pm
Call 504-468-7231

Public:
Saturday Only
AppointmentGeneral
Only:
*ChildrenTuesday
2-12 years thru Friday 10 people or more

MegaDome Cinema

Dive 12,000 feet below the surface of the ocean to join scientists in the
Kenner, Louisiana 70062
www.rivertownkenner.com
Pop:Sea: 11:00 am and12
Noon
Volcanoes ofLaser
the Deep
1:00
pm
504-468-7231
search for mysterious and elusive sea creatures!
The Planets:
2:00 pm
Kenner Planetarium 2020 Fourth Street
Kenner, Louisiana 70062
www.rivertownkenner.com
Audiences will marvel at mystifying underwater habitats and
504-468-7231
Laser Pop:
12 Noon
explore ancient sea species in a journey from the dramatic depths of the
Kenner Planetarium 2020 Fourth Street
Kenner, Louisiana 70062
www.rivertownkenner.com
504-468-7231
sea to the far reaches of space!
SHOW SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE!

General Public:

The Planets:
Saturday Only

2:00 pm

Multi-show packages available

Adults
*Children 2-12$6.00
years per show
*Seniors 60 and$5.00
over per show
Children/Seniors

SHOW SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE!

Multi-show packages available

*Children 2-12 years
*Seniors 60 and over

SHOW SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE!

Saturday - Noon and 2 p.m.

Appointment only Tuesday thru Friday, 10 people or more. Call 468-7231 for reservations or info.
Admission: Adults, $6 per show; Children/Seniors, $5 per show
Multi-show packages available

www.rivertownkenner.com

For More Information on any Rivertown Event, please call 504-468-7231 or visit:
www.rivertownkenner.com
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From the Editor
What kind of mayor is Michael S. Yenni? Good thinker, very flexible
BY ALLAN KATZ

So
what
would you do
if, upon leaving
your
house
tomorrow, you
discovered that
someone had dumped thousands of
lemons on your doorstep?
Obviously, you would immediately
go into the lemonade business.
That is what Kenner Mayor
Michael S. Yenni has been doing
these last several weeks. He’s been
busy making lemonade out of lemons
and it appears that he’s going to be
successful.
The lemons, of course, were the
thousands of votes by which Kenner
residents rejected Yenni’s proposed
tax increases that would have allowed
the city to go on as before, pretty
much well-funded. Instead, the voters
said emphatically they would rather
do without some of the nice amenities
that Kenner residents have been
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enjoying for the last 20 years. And that
brought us to a crucial point.
When Mayor Yenni proposed
his property tax millage package,
many people– including myself –
throughout the metro area wondered
how the mayor would respond if the
voters rejected his plan. Yenni had
been saying all along that he would
know just how to govern if the voters
rejected his property tax increases.
And, as it turned out, Yenni had clearly
been thinking even while campaigning
for the increases just how he would
respond if the voters said, “Thanks,
but no thanks.”
Yenni, without missing a beat,
stepped forward with his streamlining
task force headed by former Jefferson
Parish Assessor Lawrence Chehardy.
Getting Chehardy to help out was a
real coup for Yenni. As it turns out,
they’re friends of long standing.
Chehardy admires the young mayor
and likes the Yenni family. Some of

his friends tried to talk him out of
it, but Chehardy was glad to stretch
out for his buddy. Chehardy brought
credibility to the streamlining task
force. Yenni also named others to
the volunteer committee who are
well known in the community and
respected. All the members of the
streamlining task force are regarded
throughout Jefferson Parish as smart
guys with integrity. So, when they
spoke, most everyone listened.
The $3.5 million in cuts
recommended by the task force also
includes cutting 28 city government
jobs. As Chehardy remarked, “We
really feel bad for those folks whose
jobs we recommended cutting. It’s
certainly not their fault that Kenner
is in financial trouble. But the fact is
that this kind of restructuring goes on
all the time in private business. In the
private sector, reorganizing is just a
constant fact of life. And, it probably
should be the same in government,

Trump finds winning formula

especially in hard times like these.”
The reorganizing recommended
by the streamlining task force
affects every sector of Kenner city
government. And, it allows Mayor
Yenni, and the council members who
wish to go along, to say that they are
following the recommendations of
experts.
The streamlining task force also
did the city and Mayor Yenni a favor
when they suggested that Kenner
needs a five-year and 10-year vision
plan that sets out parameters for future
changes in government. Once again,
this will allow Mayor Yenni to call for
long-term planning by following the
recommendations of the committee.
I think that Mayor Yenni deserves
an “A” for the way that he has handled
Kenner’s fiscal crisis so far. It is
true that the mayor’s proposed tax
increases went down with a thud.
But the sound of the thud had barely
continued on page 26

Political Review

BY JEFF CROUERE
Billionaire
businessman
Donald
Trump
has been on a
roll the past few
weeks. While the
mainstream news media has dismissed
the Obama birth certificate issue,
Trump embraced it and questioned why
Obama did not release his long-form
birth certificate. In fact, Trump pushed
the issue so much that Obama was
practically forced to release the birth
certificate.
Despite being given the negative
term “birther” by the liberal news media,
more Americans are accepting that title
and asking whether the official story
of President Obama’s birth in Hawaii
is true. If anyone doubts the popularity
of the “birther” movement, just look at
Trump’s sudden rise in the polls.
While practically everyone in the
mainstream news media denounced
Donald Trump for asking questions
about Obama’s birth certificate, millions
of Americans responded positively.
In fact, Trump has paid for his own
private investigators to travel to Hawaii
and investigate the issue. None of the
other GOP presidential candidates will
address this controversy. Most of them
parrot the media line that Obama was
born in Hawaii.

Trump has soared to the lead among
GOP presidential candidates because
many voters are thirsting for leadership
and a presidential candidate who will not
be silenced by the “Politically Correct”
(PC) police in the news media. The
Obama birth story is akin to the Holy
Grail for the PC forces in the national
news media. They will not allow any
discussion of the topic, even if the
media savvy Donald Trump is asking
the questions. In fact, the media can’t
wait for Trump to stop talking about it
and hope the birth certificate issue will
quickly go away.
The Obama birth certificate
controversy is not the only issue that
sets Trump apart from the rest of the
Republican Party. While the other GOP
presidential candidates offer to work
with China in a cooperative manner,
Trump maintains that the U.S. needs to
get tough and slap a massive 25 percent
tariff on their products. Along with
China, Trump wants to put American
interests first in dealing with the Middle
East. On the Fox News “O’Reilly” show,
Trump promised to withdraw American
troops from any Middle Eastern country
that does not sell oil to the U.S. at
discounted prices.
While he is considering the race, he
is garnering more media attention than
all of the other candidates combined.

As a result, he is improving his standing
in the polls. In the latest CNN poll of
likely GOP voters nationwide, Trump
runs first, surpassing candidates who
have been running for years. The result
surprised so-called experts, but shows
that Trump is striking a chord with the
base of the Republican Party.
Although he is gaining traction with
the voters, Trump’s bold ideas are not
sitting well with the media elite. On the
“O’Reilly” program, Fox News analyst
Brit Hume claimed that Trump was too
controversial and that the GOP would
be better suited to find a candidate that
would keep the focus on Obama. Hume
is a typical Republican insider who wants
the party to nominate a “safe” candidate
who will not bring up controversial
issues like Obama’s birth certificate.
In contrast, most GOP voters are ready
for a non-traditional candidate who will
take the fight directly to Obama.
In the 2012 election, Obama will
have $1 billion to spend. The only
candidate who can match him dollar for
dollar is Donald Trump. He is also very
comfortable on television and is a very
good communicator. As a smart and
articulate businessman, he can easily
debate Obama on the issues.
Unlike Obama, Trump has a very
public track record. While much of his
continued on page 25
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Kenner budget message for 2011-2012

Government

BY MICHAEL S.YENNI
Kenner Mayor
The
20112012 fiscal year
is shaping up as
another difficult
year for the city
of Kenner. While
revenues are increasing, costs continue to
escalate and the recent revenue increase
does not nearly make up the significant
loss of revenue in the 2008-2009 and
2009-2010 fiscal years.
The city balanced last year’s budget
(2010-2011) by re-dedicating $2.5 million
in capital funds to operations, by using
funds dedicated to debt service that were
not needed for debt service last year and by
making $2.9 million in departmental cuts.
The city proposed additional property
tax millages to provide additional revenue
in order to maintain the current level of
services and provide better services and
additional capital for public safety. On
April 2, 2011 the public overwhelmingly
voted down these proposals. In response
to this I set up a Kenner Streamlining
Task Force to review the city’s budget
and make recommendations on areas
where the city can reduce spending. The
streamlining committee presented its
recommendations to the administration
and its recommendations were taken into

Rates As
Low As

2.99

%

consideration when preparing this year’s
proposed budget for council approval.
In order to balance this year’s budget
we will have to again make significant
cuts in departmental budgets. This will
be the third consecutive year that the
administration has significantly reduced
departmental budgets. However, we
could not make up the entire shortfall
with departmental cuts and will need to
again propose to rededicate capital funds
to operations but a significant amount
less than last fiscal year. Also during the
2010-2011 fiscal year the city received a
$3.75 million insurance settlement related
to damages to the Pontchartrain Center
from Hurricane Katrina. A majority of
these funds went back to the Pontchartrain
Center fund since a majority of the repairs
were paid for from this fund. While the
Pontchartrain Center has significant
capital needs, which are being addressed,
we are proposing to transfer $500,000
from the Pontchartrain Center fund to the
general fund to also assist in balancing the
proposed operating budget.
After over two years of declines, sales
taxes have started to increase during the
2010-2011 fiscal year and next year we
expect them to increase at a modest pace.
A new Target store is scheduled to open

Deal Autoplex
N Doug’s
6900 Veterans Blvd., • Metairie

“Se Habla Espanol”

“I’m Dealin”

2007 CHEVY TRAILBLAZER LS
LOADED, LOW MILES,
IMMACULATE!! ONE OWNER,
CARFAX CERTIFIED

$12,990
V 2136

2007 HONDA CIVIC LX
ONE OWNER,
CARFAX CERTIFIED,
GAS SAVER IN MINT CONDITION

$13,890

V V2250

887-3131
HugE SELECTION Of CARS, TRuCkS, SuVS.
Rates a LOW as 2.99%.
FREE 12 month/12,000 warranty.
14 Year member of the BBB.

FREE

1 Year
Warranty

“Shop us or you’ll pay too much for your next vehicle!!”
k uS
CHEC LINE
N
OuT O

www.dealndougs.com

14 Year
Member

at The Esplanade mall early in the 20112012 fiscal year which should provide an
increase in sales taxes to the city. However,
it will be several years before we recognize
the full effects of Target because the city
had to provide Target with a $1.4 million
TIF (tax incremental financing) which
has to be paid with a portion of the new
sales tax generated by Target. While we
are projecting revenues to increase, the
economy is very fragile and there is a
concern that the economy could stall in the
coming year. Revenues from the Treasure
Chest Casino have increased over the
past year which will provide the city with
additional capital funds.
Operating expenses continue to
escalate and the city will face another
significant increase in the required
contributions to the three state retirement
systems. Also the city’s health insurance
costs continue to increase and are expected
to rise another 15 percent this year.
This is the third consecutive year that
the administration has made significant
departmental budget cuts. Included in this
proposal is $2.3 million in department
cuts made up of $2.1 million in decreased
personnel, which includes the elimination
of 35 positions and $200,000 in supplies
and service charges. The above cuts
include the elimination of the Community
Services department and the consolidation
of the museums, the planetarium and
the Council on Aging into the recreation
department and the food bank into the
Community Development department.
The cuts in the recreation department
include the closing of three playgrounds.
Also, K-TV is being consolidated into the

Information Technology department.
A majority of these cuts were
recommended by the streamlining task
force. However, the committee made
some additional recommendations that the
administration decided not to propose at
this time. Some of the recommendations
that we are not proposing include closing
an additional three playgrounds and
making a significant reduction in the
staffing of the council office. In addition
the task force recommended eliminating
the phone, auto and expense allowances
for elected officials. I am taking the lead on
this and I have eliminated the allowances
for the mayor in this year’s budget, but I
have not eliminated the allowances for the
other elected officials.
Although we are again proposing
to rededicate some capital funds to the
operating budget, we will have funds
available for capital projects in the coming
year. We have included in the capital
budget this year the city’s match for two
federal Regional Planning Commission
projects (Veterans Boulevard resurfacing
and the I-10 Loyola Drive Intersection
improvements) and three major drainage
projects. Also included in the proposed
capital budget are the district infrastructure
funds.
As noted, we have had made
significant cuts for the third consecutive
year. In spite of this, my administration
will continue to strive to provide our
citizens a level of service that they have
come to depend and expect. 
Mayor Yenni can be reached at 4687240 or by email at kennermayor@
kenner.la.us.

Arbor Day Foundation names Kenner
Tree City USA community
Kenner was recently recognized by the
nonprofit Arbor Day Foundation as a Tree
City USA community for its commitment
to urban forestry. This is the fourth time the
city has received this recognition.
The Tree City USA program is
sponsored by the Arbor Day Foundation in
cooperation with the National Association
of State Foresters and USDA Forest
Service.
Kenner has met four standards to
become a Tree City USA community.
Tree City USA must have a tree board
or department, a tree-care ordinance and
proclamation.
“We commend Kenner’s elected
officials, volunteers and its citizens for
providing vital care for its urban forest,”
said John Rosenow, chief executive and
founder of the Arbor Day Foundation.
“Trees provide numerous environmental,
economical and health benefits to millions
of people each day and we applaud

communities that make planting and caring
for trees a top priority.”
Communities that earn Tree City USA
recognition not only have taken the time
to meet the four standards, they know that
trees do four things. They promote healthier
communities by filtering the air we breathe
by removing dust and other particles. Trees
provide moderate climate, conserve water
and provide vital habitat for wildlife. They
also reduce the heat island effect in urban
areas caused by pavement and buildings,
they increase property values and reduce
energy use and add beauty to our homes
and neighborhoods.
The Arbor Day Foundation is a
nonprofit, environmental and education
organization of more than one million
members with a mission to inspire people
to plant, nurture and celebrate trees.
For more information about Tree City
USA can be found at www.arborday.org/
TreeCityUSA. 
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“Click It or Ticket” 2011
BY STEVE CARAWAY
Kenner Police Chief
The Kenner
Police Department
is once again
joining
local
and
national
law enforcement agencies and safety
advocates across the country in support
of the 2011 national “Click It or Ticket”
seat belt enforcement mobilization, taking
place May 23 to June 5. Police will be
ticketing unbelted vehicle occupants
around the clock during this period. It’s
important that you take heed of the lifesaving benefits of wearing a seatbelt and
not disregard this essential safety measure.
When used properly, seat belts reduce
the risk of fatal injury by 45 percent for
front-seat passenger car occupants and
by 60 percent for pickup truck, SUV and

van occupants. Failure to wear a seat belt
contributes to more fatalities than any other
single traffic-related behavior – even drunk
driving. Unfortunately, too many people
still need a tough reminder, so the Kenner
Police Department will be out in full force
day and night during the national “Click It
or Ticket” mobilization period, buckling
down on those who are not buckled up.
Drivers and passengers, seated in
both the front and rear seats of vehicles,
are required by Louisiana law to buckle
up or be protected by an age-appropriate
child restraint. This law applies to vehicles
having a gross weight of 10,000 pounds
or less, which includes automobiles, vans
and pick-up trucks. Violators of this law
are subject to fines of $25 for the first
violation, $50 for a second violation

and $50 plus court costs for subsequent
violations. The Louisiana Highway Safety
Commission estimates that this law could
save 22 lives in Louisiana every year.
There were 23,382 occupants of
passenger cars, pickup trucks, vans and
SUVs killed in motor vehicle traffic
crashes in 2009. Of these occupants, 53
percent were not wearing seat belts at
the time of the crashes. Also, according
to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, pickup truck drivers
and passengers continue to have lower
restraint use rates than occupants of other
passenger vehicles. In 2009, 68 percent of
pickup truck occupants who were killed in
traffic crashes were not buckled up.
High-visibility enforcement such as
the “Click It or Ticket” mobilization is

credited with increasing the national belt
usage rate from 58 percent in 1994 to
an observed usage rate of 85 percent in
2010. Belt usage saves thousands of lives
each year across America. In 2009 alone,
seat belts saved 12,713 lives nationwide.
Please be a conscientious driver and
wear your seatbelt every time. Insist that
passengers in your vehicle do the same
and always check to make sure children
are safely buckled or fastened in their car
seats. You’ll save the cost of a ticket and
may even save a life.
For more information on “Click It or
Ticket” please visit www.nhtsa.gov. 
Chief Caraway can be reached by
email at kpd@kenner.la.us. Visit the
Kenner Police Department website at
www.kennerpd.com.

Kenner Parks and Recreation streamlines operations
BY KEN MARROCCOLI
Kenner Parks and Recreation Director
The Kenner
Parks
and
Recreation
Department
has
recently
taken a huge step forward into making
its operations more efficient and cost
effective. We have finally moved into
our new administrative facility located at
1905 24th Street in the old Kenner brake
tag station.
This move has afforded us the
ability to consolidate our recreation
athletics section, Leisure Services
section, maintenance section and our park
operations section under one roof. With
everyone under one roof we are able to
streamline tasks. This will also open up
the opportunity for parents to come in and

get identification cards at any time during
the day. We will also be able to handle
registration for our Leisure Services
classes until 9:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday. We are extremely excited to finally
be a one-stop shop for recreation.
Having the different areas of parks
and recreation in one building will allow
for communication to run smoothly.
When you enter the building, we have
front desk personnel who will greet you
and answer any questions or direct you
where you need to go. Our boys, girls and
adult coordinators’ offices are located on
the first floor along with the I.D. station
for players and coaches. Also located
on the first floor is the office where you
can rent Laketown, City Park, Veterans
Park or any gym or field facilities. On

the second floor, we’ve consolidated
our administrative, Leisure Services and
maintenance offices.
Our maintenance staff along with
various contractors has been working
diligently on the renovations since last
October. Their skills and hard work have
resulted in a beautiful office building where
the entire parks and recreation department
can function more efficiently. They will
continue to improve our facilities in order
to maintain the high standard our residents
expect.
In our new building we have two
big conference rooms for staff meetings,
supervisors meetings and any other
conferences that need to take place. We

GOLD
SILVER
PLATINUM

Health

Ochsner’s cardioscan gauges risk of heart attack
If you are at risk for a heart attack a
quick, painless Cardioscan from Ochsner
can give you peace of mind.
Heart disease is the leading cause of
death in America. If there is a history of
heart disease in your family, a Cardioscan
(non-contrast CT Scan) of your heart can
determine your risk for a heart attack.
If you are between 40 and 75 years
of age, smoke, have high cholesterol,
high blood pressure or live a sedentary
lifestyle, a Cardioscan can provide
you and your healthcare provider with
information to prevent injury to your
heart. The screening test takes less than
10 minutes and is painless.
The cost during a promotional period
of through May 15 is $75. This screening

exam is not covered by insurance.
To schedule an appointment,
call or visit Ochsner Health CenterMetairie, 2005 Veterans Boulevard,
842-4168; Ochsner Medical CenterNew Orleans, 1516 Jefferson Highway,
1-866-OCHSNER; Ochsner Baptist
Medical Center, 2820 Napoleon Avenue,
894-2800 or Ochsner Health Center-West
Bank, 2500 Belle Chasse Highway, 3915150.
Cardioscan is not for individuals
with established coronary artery disease,
coronary stents, bypass surgery, or
women who are pregnant. Ochsner does
not recommend this as a screening test for
individuals with existing angina or chest
discomfort. 

have a full-size kitchen where employees
can enjoy their breaks and take a lunch. We
have a large media room where first aid
and CPR classes will be taught to our gym
and playground supervisors. The room can
also be used for presentations or classes
that require such modern technologies as
PowerPoint displays, television and any
other audio visual equipment.
Our goal is to provide efficient
effective services from a professional staff
to anyone who visits the office. We look
forward to providing you the necessary
information that you may need. 
Kenner Parks and Recreation
Director Ken Marroccoli can be reached
at 468-7211 or recreation@kenner.la.us.

LOANS

Get the CASH you need FAST!
Buy, sell, pawn

ANYTHING OF VALUE!

GEMSToNE &
dIAMoNd RINGS

CLASS &
MILITARY RINGS

WEddING &
ENGAGEMENT

You won’t hear us on the radio, you won’t see us on TV!
That’s why we can afford to PAY YOU MORE
For your GOLD and SILVER

FAST CASH
PAWN

3405 Williams Blvd., Unit 3

(near corner Williams & W. Esplanade)

305-1616

Private appointments available upon request.
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Capella and Roberts elected to new Jeff Parish seats
On April 2, 2011, Jefferson Parish
voters went to the polls to elect a new
assessor and a new councilman-at-large,
Division A.
Tom Capella (R) won the race for
Jefferson Parish Assessor in a special
election to replace Lawrence Chehardy,
who had held the seat for 46 years and
resigned from his position last year.
Of the 262,636 qualified voters,
44,203 or 17.1 percent cast their votes
in the assessor race. Capella received
32,857 (74 percent) of the vote, Mary
Chehardy (R) garnered 2,569 (six
percent), R. A. “Skip” Galan (no party)
received 1,380 (three percent) and Allen

“Al” Leone (R)
got 7,397 (17
percent). Capella
is undefeated in
four elections,
previously
serving as state
representative
and as a two-term
councilmanat-large on the
parish council before becoming council
chairman when John Young resigned to
become parish president.
Chris Roberts (R) won the special
election for the Jefferson Parish

Councilman-atlarge
position,
vacated by John
F. Young who was
elected Jefferson
Parish President
last year. Roberts
won 76 percent
of the votes with
32,890. His sole
opponent, “Tim”
Baudier (R), got 24 percent of the
vote with 10,269 total votes. A total of
44,989 votes were cast, 17.1 percent of
qualified voters. Roberts, who is also
undefeated in four elections, will leave

his parish district seat to assume his
new post. Roberts has in the past held a
Jefferson Parish School Board seat and
had been elected to two terms on the
parish council.
Capella and Roberts will fill the
remainder of the unexpired terms of
the two offices. Elections will be held
for full four-year terms of all Jefferson
Parish elected officials on October 22,
2011, which coincides with a statewide gubernatorial primary election.
Michael Thomas, former Capella aide
was named as an interim replacement
for Capella on the parish council until
the October election. 

On March 29, 2010, Jefferson Parish
President John F. Young, Jr. announced
the selection of three department heads.
Brenda J. Campos was appointed
the director of purchasing. She holds
a bachelor of arts degree in political
science from Loyola University and a
master of public administration degree
from UNO. Campos worked for the
city of Kenner since 2006 and prior to
that, six years with parish government.
“Brenda Campos will advance cost
saving measures in the manner parish
government purchases its goods and
services, Young said. Although severe

budget constraints require us to buy less
and smarter, we are committed to do a
better job with reduced resources.”
Mitchell T. Theriot was appointed
the director of drainage. A licensed
professional engineer since 1993, Theriot
graduated from LSU with a bachelor of
science degree in civil engineering. Most
recently the parish’s director of water,
Theriot worked for the state and in the
private sector before beginning his parish
employment in 1997, which includes
four years with the parish department
of drainage. Young said Theriot’s
leadership provided innovations in the

water department to meet the customer
expectations of our citizens. “Better
service delivered at equal or less cost
is a priority of this administration, and
department directors like Mitch Theriot
regularly seek a win-win situation for
the public and their government. His
approach to providing good drainage
practices include keeping our citizens
informed of system improvements and
timely responding to their questions,
concerns and suggestions.”
Tiffany Scot Wilken was appointed
the director of inspection and code
enforcement. Wilken is an attorney who

received her Juris Doctor degree from the
Tulane University School of Law, and a
bachelor of science degree in finance from
UNO. Wilken most recently was with the
parish attorney’s office since 2009, and
worked in the public and private sectors
before then. Young said. “Ms. Wilken
will call upon her prior experience as an
assistant parish attorney supervising the
enforcement of building code regulations
to advance and ensure orderly development
within the parish. Just as importantly,
she will improve processes within her
department to provide superior customer
service for the building industry.” 

Kenner Police Chief Steve Caraway
announced that the Kenner Police
Department has been recognized by the
Louisiana Highway Safety Commission
as one of 23 law enforcement agencies
responsible for removing 12,124 DWI
suspects collectively from state roads
during 2010. In honor of the Kenner Police
Department’s hard work and dedication to
making Louisiana roadways safer for the
traveling public, an award was presented
to Chief Caraway at the Kenner Police

Complex on March 29, 2011.
“The officers and departments we
honored went the extra mile to protect
citizens against drunk drivers,” said Lt.
Col. John LeBlanc, executive director
of the Louisiana Highway Commission.
“Drunk drivers continue to be a major
cause of traffic deaths in Louisiana and
across the nation. They are not only a
danger to themselves, but also to their
passengers and other motorists.”
The awards are designed to

recognize leaders in DWI enforcement
efforts and to raise awareness of the
problem. An estimated 402 people
were killed in alcohol-related crashes
in Louisiana in 2009, representing
almost half of the state’s total highway
fatalities. The Louisiana Highway
Safety Commission works year round
to support enforcement and education

programs related to DWI and other
problem driving behaviors. The award
program, started in 2008, was developed
with the support and cooperation of the
Louisiana State Police, Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries, Louisiana
Sheriff’s
Association,
Louisiana
Judicial Association and the Louisiana
District Attorneys Association. 

The Jefferson Parish Clerk of
Court’s Office announced that it has
established free wireless Internet access
in the jury assembly room in the Thomas
F. Donelon Courthouse in Gretna.
Prospective jurors are being encouraged
to bring their laptop computers to
conduct business, watch online movies,
play games or email friends while they
complete their jury service.
“With this convenience, jurors can
maximize the time they are devoting
to their civic service,” said Clerk of
Court Jon Gegenheimer. “Being able
to conduct business or pass the time
emailing family and friends will reduce
the burden that jury service imposes on
the citizens.”
There have been 10 hard-wired

Internet access stations in the jury
assembly room since the Donelon
Building’s renovations were completed
in January 2007. The clerk of court loans
Ethernet cables to those wishing to sit
at those stations. With Wi-Fi service,
jurors will be able to sit anywhere in the
jury assembly room while accessing the
Internet. Only prospective jurors will
be provided with the password that will
allow the access.
Jefferson Parish’s ultra-modern
jury assembly room opened in 2007. It
is twice the size of the previous room
and has a kitchen area with vending
machines, a lounge area with overstuffed
chairs, large flat-screen televisions, a
high-tech public address system and
historic artwork and photographs. 

Jefferson Parish announces three new department heads

Kenner Police Department earns honor for DWI enforcement
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Melchers Law Firm
909 West Esplanade Ave., Suite 206, Kenner, LA 70065

(504) 467-1092

www.melcherslawfirm.com

James L. Melchers, Attorney-At-Law

Jury service has new amenity
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wound care and hyperbarics visits last year.
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choice for advanced treatment options.

Wound Care and Hyperbarics at Ochsner Kenner focuses on healing
chronic wounds fast. We help a wide range of patients get back to life
quicker with highly advanced treatment options for problem wounds.
Wounds treated include:
• Diabetic and pressure ulcers
• Non-healing surgical wounds
• Traumatic wounds
• Burns
• Radiation tissue damage
• Gangrene
• Bone infections
• Soft tissue infections
• And much more

To learn more or to
schedule an appointment,
call 504-464-8686 today.

ochsner.org/kenner

©2011 Ochsner Health System (ochsner.org) is a non-profit, academic, multi-specialty, healthcare delivery system dedicated to patient care, research and education.
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10,000 steps to an active and healthy lifestyle
BY CRAIG GOODWIN
What would
it take to for each
of us to become
more active in our
daily lives and
live a healthier
life? The answer is 10,000 steps! Recent
studies show that the average American
takes less than 3,000 steps a day. The
U.S. Surgeon General’s recommendation
for physical activity is to add 30 minutes
of moderate intensity activity each day
on top of our customary daily activities.
Questions that we may ask ourselves
are what type of activity is effective
for weight management, are certain
activities better than others for achieving
a healthier lifestyle and how do I
progress myself in a routine if I am in
a sedentary lifestyle at present? Recent
studies have shown that taking 7,000
steps at a minimum, with 10,000 steps
being optimum, we can make effective
changes in our health and weight.
Before starting a walking program
there are a few things you will need

to know. First of all you will need a
pedometer, a device worn on your waist,
to measure the number of steps taken
to help you chart your current activity
level throughout the day in the amount
of steps taken. You will need to chart
your steps in your normal daily routine
for two weeks. Put on the pedometer in
the morning and take it off at night when
going to bed and chart the total steps for
that day. At the end of the two weeks
you will have a chart showing you the
greatest number of steps taken in a day,
as well as the lowest number of steps
taken. For example your highest step
count for one day may have been 2,500
and the lowest 900.
To begin your program set your
daily goal to achieve the highest number
of steps taken during those first two
weeks, which was 2,500 steps a day.
After one to two weeks of achieving this
goal you are ready to add additional steps
to your daily walking program. There
are a couple of ways to do this. If you
find that you are a very sedentary person

and your highest step count during the
initial two weeks was under 2,000, then
add 500 steps every one to two weeks
to your walking program until you are
able to achieve a consistent 10,000 steps
routine. If you find out that you fall into a
slightly more active lifestyle, try adding
15 to 20 percent of your previous goal to
your program on a weekly basis. So, if
you were walking 3,000 steps daily for
one week, then add an additional 450
to 600 steps into your program the next
week. Continue this way until you reach
the 10,000 step goal. Walking 10,000
steps is equivalent to walking about five
miles. It takes about 2,000 steps to walk
approximately one mile and an average
150 pound person will burn between 80
and 100 calories per mile. By achieving
10,000 steps per day you will improve
your overall fitness, cardiovascular
health and blood sugar control.
Most people, in order to achieve
the 10,000 step goal to an active and
healthy lifestyle, will have to change
some of their daily routines. People that

take less than 3,000 steps per day must
take a concerted effort to get to 10,000.
Some suggestions are to take the stairs
whenever possible, walk every aisle in
the supermarket, whether you need to
or not, get up from your desk and take
a three minute walk every hour, park
your car in a space furthest from your
destination and begin a walking program
with your spouse in the evenings. Active
people on average can add an additional
10 years of healthy living to their
lifespan. Although it will take effort and
dedication to achieve you will see the
benefits for the rest of your life. 
Craig Goodwin, physical therapist,
is president of Kenner Orthopedic and
Sports Therapy, located at 3921 Williams
Boulevard and two other locations
in Metairie and on the West Bank.
Goodwin graduated from LSU Medical
School Department of Allied Health,
Department of Physical Therapy in 1987.
The professionals at Kenner Orthopedic
and Sports Therapy can be contacted via
email at Kennerorthopedic@aol.com.

ABNS announces recipient of 2011 award for nursing certification advocacy
BY KEITH M. DARCEY
E a s t
J e f f e r s o n
General Hospital
is
extremely
proud that the
American Board
of Nursing Specialties (ABNS)
Awards and Recognition Committee
announced that it has selected EJGH’s
Critical Care Division as the recipient
of the national 2011 award for nursing
certification advocacy. The award
recognizes health care organizations,
facilities or departments that are
strong advocates of specialty nursing

certification.
“We received a record number of
applications for the award this year
from candidates who demonstrated
their dedication to supporting
specialty certification for nurses,”
Judy Lentz, chair of the ABNS
Awards Committee, said. “It was
difficult to choose a winner, but East
Jefferson General Hospital’s Critical
Care Division clearly exemplified the
characteristics of a unit worthy of this
prestigious honor.”
Among the criteria necessary
to receive the advocacy award, the

The Kenner Professional Business
Association’s (KPBA)
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12:00
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organization must document the total
number of direct patient care RNs and
nursing managers as well as the number
and percentage who are certified in
specialty nursing. Approximately 24
percent of direct caregivers and 80
percent of the nursing management in
the critical care division at EJGH are
certified.
“We certainly noted the high
percentage of nurse managers and
direct care givers who have earned
specialty certification,” Lentz noted,
“But even more impressive was this
division’s organizational culture –
a culture that supports certification
through reimbursement and loan
programs and provides personal
encouragement and recognition of the
nurse’s achievement. These are the
factors that help make earning and
maintaining certification possible.”
Other criteria for the advocacy
award include how the organization
or
unit
supports
certification
through strategies such as financial
reimbursements,
requiring
certification for new hires, offering
paid time off for continuing education,
pay differentials, events to honor
certificants, etc.
“In evaluating our workforce
and the healthcare needs of our
community, it is evident that nurses

who are certified in their specialty are
especially poised to meet the demands
of today’s healthcare environment,”
Mark Peters, MD, president and chief
executive officer of EJGH, said. “The
value we have historically placed on
nursing certification is affirmed as
we continue to build a team engaged
in professional development and
prepared to bring innovation to the
bedside to improve patient outcomes.”
In 2010, EJGH conducted a
survey of the nursing staff to examine
nursing knowledge and skill regarding
evidence-based practice. The results
indicated that certified nurses were
more aware of and more likely to have
used the hospital’s library services,
nurse researchers and other tools
available for implementing evidence
in practice. The results also showed
that certified nurses are more familiar
with the concept of evidence-based
practice and are more likely to make
sure that every day practice is evidence
based by comparing practice against
published professional guidelines.
“We believe these findings suggest
nurses certified in their specialty are
better positioned to critically evaluate
and implement evidence into practice
to improve patient outcomes,” said Beth
Lacoste and Nicole Jones, EJGH critical
continued on page 23
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When there is no will...
BY JAMES L. MELCHERS

Let’s discuss a specific
circumstance of a husband
and wife with no children.
Who gets the assets when
there is no will and one of
them dies?
The wife (Sue) died first without a will and
without ever having any children. She leaves behind
her husband, one brother, one sister and one parent.
Her estate consists of her separate property and 50
percent of their community property.
Let’s look at her separate property first. Separate
property is property owned prior to the marriage
and includes property which is inherited or gifted
to the person individually during the marriage, as
well as property which results from reinvestment of
separate property. The law presumes all property is
community property, but Sue did an excellent job
of keeping her separate assets truly separate and

keeping records showing that. Sue had jewelry she
had inherited from her grandmother, stocks and
bonds she had inherited from her grandfather and a
settlement from a personal injury case that comprised
her separate property.
As for Sue’s separate property, her one surviving
parent will have usufruct of that separate property for
the rest of the parent’s life, but the separate property
is actually owned by her siblings, in equal ownership.
Once her parent dies, Sue’s separate property will
be divided equally between her brother and sister,
not the husband. Usufruct is only the right to use
something. It does not give actual ownership.
If both parents predecease her, the separate
property would go to her brother and sister, in full
ownership. If her brother and sister predecease her
and they have never had any children, any surviving
parent would get full ownership of the property.
If her parent and brother predeceased her, would

Business

Do you need a loan? In today’s world, a pawn shop might help
BY ALLAN KATZ

As the recession continues and banking
regulations tighten, pawn shops have slowly been
able to expand their niche in the financial marketplace.
Gary Hollander, the owner of a Kenner pawn
shop, says that doing business at a pawn shop is
“the oldest form of collateralized lending and is
expanding as tightened banking regulations make it
harder for many people to get a conventional loan in
a conventional way.”
Hollander says the way it works is that a
prospective customer comes to the pawn shop with
merchandise of value – perhaps jewelry, tools,
electronics or some other items that have measurable
value. Hollander says that in the past, a pawn shop
owner had to keep a collection of hard-cover books
that helped define what various merchandise might
reasonably be worth in the marketplace. Today, he
says, the pawn shop owner subscribes to Internet
services that provide the answer on a computer
screen in moments.
“When you’ve been in the business a while,
you pretty much know at a look what the value of
merchandise is,” Hollander says. “Sometimes a
customer brings something in that is so extraordinary
it has to be checked out. But, if you’ve got jewelry, a
computer, household tools or other items that can be
found in 100 retail establishments, we pretty much
know to the nickel what the value is.”
Once the price has been established, the pawn

shop owner offers a loan that must be repaid within 90
days or the proffered merchandise is forfeited. If the
customer accepts the terms, he or she has 90 days to
repay the loan. Pawn shops in Louisiana are regulated
by the state Office of Financial Institutions, the same
agency that regulates banks. Under Louisiana law, a
pawn shop may charge 10 percent interest per month
and a 10 percent fee per month.
Hollander says between 85 and 90 percent
of all pawn shop loans are repaid on time and the
merchandise reclaimed.
“There is a myth, most perpetuated by TV shows,
that pawn shops are mostly used by criminals that
need someone to buy stolen goods,” says Hollander.
“In fact, less than one percent of the merchandise
handled by pawn shops is stolen. We check every
day with the Jefferson Parish Sheriff’s Office to be
sure that we haven’t taken any ‘hot’ merchandise.
The absolute last thing we want to do is get in the
middle of a stolen merchandise fiasco.”
Hollander says that because of the changed
financial environment, “a person who lives in a
middle or upper-middle class neighborhood may
meet his neighbor in a pawn shop. Our role in the
economy has been significantly changed.”
Hollander’s pawn shop in Kenner is called Fast
Cash Pawn. It is located at 3405 Williams Boulevard,
Suite 3, in the shopping center next to First Bank and
Trust. The telephone number is 305-1616. 

Big Easy Storage names new assistant manager
Big Easy Storage
resident manager Sean
Landry announced that
Jeannine Mielke will
be fulfilling the role of
assistant manager at the
facility. Mielke comes to
Big Easy with over five
years of experience in
the self storage industry.
“Mielke will be spearheading our marketing efforts

and participating in networking events,” said
Landry.
“I am very excited about working for a first
class facility! Sean and I have had a great working
relationship in the past, and we look forward to
carrying that relationship over to Big Easy Self
Storage. I’m looking forward to the marketing and
meeting new business people in the area,”
Big Easy Storage is located at 2201 W. Napoleon
Avenue at Williams Boulevard in Kenner. 

everything go to her sister? No, the brother’s share of the
separate property would go to the children/grandchildren
of her dead brother, if any. However, if he had no children/
grandchildren, then all of Sue’s separate property would pass
to the surviving sister.
If Sue’s brother, sister and parents would happen to
predecease Sue and she had nieces and nephews, they would
become the owners in equal shares of her separate property.
If there are no nieces and nephews or great nieces and
nephews, only then would her husband become the owner
of the separate property. This is important to realize, as the
husband comes last after the parents’ usufruct, all siblings
and all nieces, nephews, great nieces, great nephews, etc.
In regard to Sue’s 50 percent community property, since
Sue had no children and therefore no grandchildren, her half of
the community property goes to her surviving husband as long
as they were not judicially separated at the time of Sue’s death.
It is easy to realize how complex the issue of separate
property can become when there is no will. The solution
will be for the husband and wife to execute wills wherein
they dictate how their estates will be distributed. Otherwise
Louisiana law decides how your estate will be distributed. 
James L. Melchers is the senior attorney at Melchers
Law Firm, located at 909 West Esplanade Avenue in Kenner
and the firm’s primary areas of practice are estate planning,
wills, trusts, successions, corporate law, and personal injury.
Melchers can be reached at 467-1092 or visit the website at
www.melcherslawfirm.
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Automotive

Get your car ready now
BY SCOTT ZIMMERMAN
Now
that
the cold weather
is behind us we
need to take a
look at how our
vehicles endured
the winter and spring.
AAA recommends that motorists
do a thorough check under the hood
and around the interior and exterior of
their vehicle. Here are a few tips for
you in inspecting your vehicle.
Check the tires – It’s crucial to
check your tires after weather changes
because tire pressure can fluctuate
about one pound per square inch for
every 10 degrees Fahrenheit change in
temperature.
Rotate the tires – This should be
done roughly every 5,000 to 10,000
miles and it can extend the life of your
tires significantly by reducing wear.
Check the wiper blades –
Windshield wipers take a beating
during the winter – clearing away dirt,
debris and salt spray. Make sure the
blades are making full contact with the

windshield and have not dried out.
Change oil and filter – Keep to the
manufacturers’ recommendation and
change your oil and filter in accordance
with the vehicle owner’s manual,
usually every 3,000 to 5,000 miles.
Change the air filter – Your car’s
air filter prevents dust and other debris
from getting into the engine’s running
parts, meaning less efficient use of gas
and weaker engine performance.
Check the belts and hoses – Winter
weather takes a toll on your car’s belts
and hoses making them more likely to
break. Visibly inspect them for wear.
Replace glazed or frayed belts or
bulging hoses.
Check the coolant level - With
a cold engine, the radiator should be
completely full and the coolant level
in the remote reservoir should be at or
above the “cold” level marking. Have
the system flushed and refilled with
fresh coolant at the interval specified
in the vehicle owner’s manual. Always
top off the system with a 50/50 mixture
of coolant and water to avoid altering

2124 38th Street, Kenner, LA 70065

Your Corner Drugstore
Free collectible poker chip with each new prescription filled.

(Not applicable for CDS, Medicare or Medicaid prescriptions. Offer good only as long as supplies last).

10 am - 6 pm Mon. thru Fri.
10 am - 2 pm Saturday
Closed Sundays & Holidays
Se Habla Espanól

443-1294
Fax: 443-1982

Delivery Service
Assisted Living Services
Personal Service

We accept electronic prescriptions
Government & Private Insurance Card Plans Accepted

Attention Business Owners
Be An Achiever!
• Generate Solid Leads • Learn Leadership Skills
• Be A Confident Public Speaker • Improve Profitability
The Executive Achievers Association meets bi-weekly for breakfast.

Thursday, May 12 & 26, 2011

at Messina’s Catering, 2717 Williams Blvd., Kenner
THE EXECUTIVE ACHIEVERS ASSOCIATION
Call Randy Lovitt at 504-836-7136 for more information on becoming a member

the antifreeze level.
Inspect the brake fluid level - If
the level has fallen below the “low”
mark on the fluid reservoir, it usually
indicates major brake wear or a leak
somewhere in the system so you should
have the brakes inspected as soon as
possible.
Check battery and plugs – Make
sure battery posts and connections are

clean. Spark plugs fire as many as three
million times every 1,000 miles. 
Scott Zimmerman is the owner of
Scotty’s Tire and Automotive, Inc., a
family-owned and operated full-service
tire and automotive shop, located at
4200 Williams Boulevard in Kenner.
Store hours are 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
on Monday through Friday. Scotty’s
website is www.scottystireauto.com.

Japan’s pain to be felt worldwide
by the automobile business
BY DOUG TURNER
Due to the
earthquake
in Japan, the
jolt
to
the
automotive world is being felt by auto
manufacturers around the world. It is
not just that cars made in Japan have
stopped being produced, but the parts
for General Motors, Ford and other
manufacturers have been affected.
“Diodes, microprocessors, circuit
boards, voltage regulators, copper foil
– the bottleneck in parts slamming
Japan’s auto industry stretches far
down the earthquake-rattled supply
chain,” reports Hans Greimel of
Automotive News China. The shortage
of parts runs deep, even affecting
Ford Motor Company as they had to
suspend orders for certain black and
red vehicles because a Tier 2 supplier
in Japan no longer can make a metallic
paint pigment called xirallic.
The worst-hit suppliers are in the
electronics and chip making sectors.
Getting them back up to speed will
take some time. With the continuing
blackouts and aftershocks, restarting
these plants is very difficult because
they have to be recalibrated each time.
So what does this mean to
us, the consumers? Well, new car
inventories are going to drop with
most manufacturers only having a 60day supply. I am told the days of big
incentives and zero percent or low
interest auto loans will halt. The auto
business has always been about supply
and demand. The less you have of a
particular model the less the dealership
will be inclined to discount it. So
prices will rise. The big unknown is
how much?
The other unknown is the used car
market. In early April I was notified
by the National Automobile Dealers
Association (NADA) that their used
car guide book for April was already
outdated because of the uncertainty

in the market. NADA even directed
people to their website to get up-tothe-minute values on all models of
vehicles, something never heard of
before.
Used car auction prices have been
high for the past three months and as
used car inventories decline they will
probably continue to rise. In fact, in
early April local auction prices were
already off the charts.
The good news is that no one
expects these shortages to last much
past the summer. Manufacturers are
already making deals with other
suppliers to furnish them with the parts
they need to build their vehicles.
We are in unknown territory and
without a crystal ball, it is impossible
to predict, but it is expected that any
consumer wishing to purchase a new
or used vehicle this summer will pay
more for it. If you are currently needing
a vehicle it is probably a good idea to
purchase soon or wait until the end of
the summer when prices may get back
to normal.
As difficult as this will be for us
in the United States, it is nothing
compared to what the people in Japan
are going through. Our thoughts and
prayers go out to them as they struggle
to get through this horrific disaster. 
Doug Turner is president of
Deal’n Doug’s Autoplex, which stocks
all types of vehicles, cars, trucks,
SUVs and vans priced from $5,000
to $25,000, located at 6900 Veterans
Boulevard in Metairie. Turner, in the
automobile business for over 30 years
and a fourteen year member of the
Better Business Bureau, was recently
appointed by Governor Bobby Jindal
to the board of the Louisiana Used
Vehicle Commission, which licenses
and oversees the used vehicle industry
in Louisiana. Turner can be reached
at 887-3131 or online at dougturner@
dealndougs.com.
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Still Styling After All These Years…
Our Long-Time Client
Ms. Edwina Kafoed recently
celebrated her 100th Birthday.
Congratulations Winnie!!!

Hair Styles Unlimited
Salon & Spa
3635 Florida Ave
504 464 5949

Totally Committed To
Making Our Clientele Their
Most Beautiful…

www.hairstylesunlimitedinc.com
Thinning Hair Experts Since 1977

Specializing In Solutions for Fine & Thinning Hair,
Hair Restoration, Extensions, and Alternative Hair.

SU M M ER S IZ ZL ER SAL E!
SAVE MORE THAN
$265 value

Oil/filter & lube change*
Tire rotation
Replace wiper blades *
Switch tire pressure to nitrogen inflation
Check all lights, fluids, belts, hose & filters
Free battery & electrical check
Free brake inspection
Free alignment check
Free a/c diagnostics performance check
* most vehicles

$100

expires

5/31/11

24-hour electricAl service

bELLCO ELECTRiC

7 Da
A W ys
eek

Residential • Commercial

LA License #28613

FREE ESTIMATES
REPLACE FIRE HAZARD FUSE
BOXES WITH CIRCUIT BREAKERS
We install
Automatic Standby

SAVE 20% ON INSURANCE

GENERATORS

over
30 Years
experience

Back row: Kenny, Brandon, Joshua, Roy
Front row: Scott, Corwin, Ryan, Scott

455-2355

4200 Williams Blvd.

465-1312

No Job Too Small - We Do all!

METAiRiE
KENNER
LICENSED
INSURED
LICENSED •¥ BONDED
BONDED ¥• INSURED

7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday - Friday
www.scottystireandauto.com

N.O. AREA
OWNER
OWNER RONNIE
RONNIE BELLACI
BELLACI

“BRING YOUR HOME TO A NEW LEVEL”

Come see “Miss D!”
“Our customers love Miss D. They
are always asking for her delicious
daily specials. Miss D has a fierce
work ethic along with a beautiful disposition. She is always smiling and
ready to please our customers. We
want to salute Miss D for her hard
work and outstanding
customer service!”
Danielle Sahuque
Chateau Coffee Café
General Manager

Call Today To Qualify !!!
GRANT MONEY STILL AVAILABLE
UP TO $160,000

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION
Locally Owned & Operated

“I love working for Chateau Café. I have such a passion for what I do and when I cook it
comes from my heart. I’ve been here for over six years and enjoy pleasing my customers.
People request my specials and I feel like I’ve done a good job when I see the plates coming back empty. It makes me feel appreciated because I cook from the heart as I’m ‘naturally New Orleans.’ I’ve been in this business for over 22 years and I really enjoy working
for Chateau Café, a locally owned business.”
“Miss D” Thomas
Chateau Coffee Café Kitchen Manager

www.Elevationsshoring.com
/ Operated

725 – 3RD STREET

KENNER, LA 70062

(504) 888-5438 (LIFT)
(

Open 7 Days • Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
3501 Chateau Blvd. • 465-9444
Everyday 6:45 am - 10 pm

50

701 W. Esplanade •461-9819
Mon - Sat 6:30 am - 8 pm
Sun - 7:00 am to 2 pm

13

14
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att.com

2151 WILLIAMS BLVD.

(RIGHT BEHIND CAR WASH)

Monday - Thursday
7 am - 6 pm
Friday and Saturday
7 am - 7 pm
Sunday • 8 am - 5 pm

469-3503

Treat your
MoM on
Mother’s Day!

We’re your boilinG headquarters!
Potatoes, Corn, Garlic

talk, text,
repeat.
20 pack

Longnecks
bottles
Miller Lite
Bud

Bud Lite
Coors Lite

At AT&T we know you connect with
technology. And with innovations like our
3G wireless network that powers the iPhone
and our award-winning AT&T Uverse® TV, we
help keep you there.

24 pack 12 oz cans

SUITCASE
Miller Lite
Bud

Bud Lite
Coors Lite

In the business world, we deliver
productivity and results. In your personal
world, we deliver conversations, messages
and pictures. All because of our commitment
to keep you connected. Always.

© 2011 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved.
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ARTWORKS – AGES 6 - 11
Learn to have fun with art! Young artists will be introduced to the fun-filled
world of drawing and painting. They will use watercolors and acrylics to
complete their paintings. The camp will end with an art show. Please send
your child with an old shirt to use while painting. Supplies included in class
fee. Instructor: Judy Erwin.
Camp held:
Monday - Friday
Session 1
June 13 - June 17
Ages 6 - 8
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Ages 9 - 11
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Fassbender Center

Session 2
July 18 - July 22
Ages 6 - 8
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Ages 9 - 11
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Camp fee: $45 (per session)

TEEN ART CAMP – AGES 12 - 17
Teens will explore the basics of pencil drawing, watercolor and acrylics.
Each student will complete the program with at least 3 projects. Limited to
10 students. All supplies included. Instructor: Brenda Gruber.
Camp held:
Monday - Friday
June 6 - June 10
July 11 - July 15
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Camp fee: $45 (per session)

NEW!!
ART A LA CARTE CAMP – AGES 6 - 10 NEW!!
This is an arts and crafts class that will explore creativity and imagination.
Paints, clay, glue, collages and more will be used to create engaging
hands-on projects. The opportunities are endless. All supplies included.
Instructor: Joycelyn Branch.
Camp held:
Monday - Friday
June 20 - June 24
July 25 - July 29
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Camp fee: $45 (per session)

STORYTIME ART CAMP – AGES 3 - 5 NEW!!
Children will create puppets inspired by the images and characters
introduced from fairy tales. A variety of fun and unique crafts will be made
to expand their imagination and bring the stories to life. The students
will perform in a brief puppet show on Friday for their parents. Instructor:
Joycelyn Branch.
Camp held:
Monday - Friday
June 20 - June 24
July 25 - July 29
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Camp fee: $45 (per session)

CHEERLEADING CAMP – AGES 3 - 14
This is a one-week camp that will teach basic technique and stunts. A
routine will be taught throughout the week and performed for parents on
the last day of camp. Bring a bag lunch.
Camp held:
June 13 - June 17
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Woodlake Gym
Camp fee: $75

July 18 - July 22
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Woodlake Gym
Camp fee: $75

Class held:
June 6 - August 5
Mondays
4:00 p.m. - 5:00pm Ages 6 - 8 (Beg.)
5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Ages 9 - 14 (Beg.)
Wednesdays
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Ages 6 - 8 (Adv.)
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Ages 9 - 14 (Adv.)

Fridays
4 & 5 years old
4:00 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
4:45 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Barbre Gym
Class fee: $40

HIP HOP – AGES 7 & UP
Learn the latest hip hop moves and combine them for a fun and energetic
routine to hottest music. Hip hop is an excellent way for kids to stay in
shape and improve confidence. Wear loose clothes and tennis shoes.
Students will perform in our annual dance revue. Instructor: Sarah Gaitan.
Class held:
Tuesday
June 21 - Aug 9			
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.(Boys)
Exhibition Hall
Class fee: $40
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. (Girls)

TENNIS – AGES 7-14
Playing tennis on a regular basis can help maintain or improve balance,
mobility, agility, strength and fitness. Come out and see why they say
tennis is a “sport for a lifetime”This class consist of 8 lessons and ends with
a fun tournament! Instructor: Ellie Chavis, USTA and PTR certified.
Class held:
Thursdays
June 9 - Aug. 4
5 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Beginner
6 p.m. - 7 p.m. - Adv. Beginner

Class held:
Tuesday & Thursday		
May 24 - June 30
Fassbender Center
July 12 - Aug. 18
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Class fee: $30 (per session)

SUMMER TEA – AGES 4 - 8		
This is a three-week etiquette class for young ladies and gentlemen that
will teach social etiquette, table manners and personal style that inspire
self-confidence in life-skills. The young ladies will host a tea party on the
last class to show what they learned. Instructor: Marian Hebert.
Class held:
Thursday
June 9 - June 23
July 7 - July 21
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Class fee: $25 (per session)

CERAMICS – AGES 7 - 16
This is a great class to introduce your child to contemporary ceramics. All
paints and brushes included in the class fee. Student must purchase own
bisque. Class will end with a ceramic show. Call 468-7593 for more info.
Class held:
Mon., Tues., or Thurs.
June 6 - July 14
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

OR

Fassbender Center
Fee: $40
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

BLAST OFF! – Ages 8 - 12
Alabama Tennis Courts
Class fee: $40

KARATE – AGES 6-14
This is a Tae Kwon Do karate White Belt Beginners class that will teach self
esteem, confidence, discipline, positive thinking, eye-hand coordination,
balance, flexibility, self defense and respect for others. Instructors:
Candace Frisard, Daniel Truxillo & Matthew Hinkamp.

Join us for a scientific day of fun! This class will teach you how to build your
own rocket. Please bring an empty two-liter soda bottle and a bag lunch
to class. Instructor: Kevin Hunt.
Class held:
Saturday		
June 18		
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.		

Rivertown Science Center
Workshop fee: $10
$10 supply fee paid at workshop

Class held:
Tuesday & Thursday		
May 17 - Aug. 18
Barbre Gym
Class fee: $55
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

NEW!!
FITNESS MEETS FUN – AGES 11 & UP NEW!!
This is a fun, power packed workout that will incorporate jump ropes, hula
hoops, fitness balls, partner work and more. Each class will be a fun fitness
adventure that will improve your strength and flexibility. This is a great
way to stay active during the summer.
Class held:
Tuesday & Thursday
June 21 - August 11
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Class fee: $40

NEW!!
ZUMBATOMIC – AGES 6 - 11 NEW!!

Registration for Leisure Service programs will begin
Saturday, May 14, 2011 from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
at the “NEW” Recreation office on 1905 24th Street.
After May 14, registration is taken weekdays from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
For more information call the Leisure Service Office or
visit our website at www.kenner.la.us/recreation.html
Follow Kenner Parks and Recreation on Facebook for
continuous updates.

It’s a fast-forward fusion of the Zumba program’s moves (salsa, cumbia,
reggaeton, hip-hop and more) and high-octane workouts designed to let
kids max out on fun and fitness all at the same time. Watch their energy
and fitness levels soar as they get into the groove. Instructor: Kierra Young,
ZumbAtomic Certified.

GYMNASTICS CAMP – AGES 4 - 14
This is a 3-day gymnastics camp where boys and girls learn skills on vault,
bars, beam and floor. This camp is jam-packed with gymnastics, games,
and arts and crafts! Parents will be invited for an open house on the last
day! Bring a bag lunch.
Camp held:
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Session 1
Wednesday - Friday
Session 3
June 1 - June 3
Monday - Wednesday
Session 2
Aug. 8 - Aug.10
Wednesday - Friday
Barbre Gym
July 6 - July 8
Camp fee: $60 per session
		

TUMBLING – AGES 4-14

NEW!!

This is an 8-week program for boys and girls to help enhance their
tumbling skills. The beginner class will begin at forward rolls and advance
to backbend kick-over. The advanced tumbler will be able to do their
backbend kick-over by themselves and start at back handsprings and
advance to back tucks. Advance tumblers will be evaluated before they
begin the program.

THEATRE – AGES 7 & UP

JR. PRODUCTION CREW – AGES 10 & UP

We are combining our drama and musical theatre
program into one. Whether you are interested in
acting, singing and/or dancing this is the program for
you! This class will help improve your self-confidence,
memory, public speaking, discipline, social skills and
more. Class will culminate with a show at the end of
the program. Instructors: Debbie Reese, Jennifer Cole
and Sarah Gaitan.

“Get Into the Act” is a behind the scenes theatrical
workshop that will focus on how to create props,
scenic designs, show tickets and programs and
assist backstage. Show off your creative skills at our
summer performing arts show. Instructor: Jennifer
Cole and Sarah Gaitan.

Class held:
Monday and Wednesday
June 20 - Aug 10
Fassbender Center

5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
(ages 7 - 9)
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
(ages 10 & up)
Class fee: $50

Class held:
Wednesday
June 22 - Aug 10
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Class fee: $30
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FAMILY YOGA – Ages 6 & UP NEW!!
Introduces beginner students to the fundamentals of yoga, posture,
and breath. This bonding class will build concentration, create energy
and bring a calming relaxing sensation to both you and your child.
There is a strong emphasis on form and alignment in the poses as well
as specially sequenced energetic restorative poses. Please bring a mat
and a towel. Instructor: Amanda Mitchell.
Class held:
Thursday
May 26 - June 30
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Class fee: $35
(One parent and one child)

NEW!!
TIARAS – Ages 5 & up NEW!
Whimsical and fun or sparkly and romantic, tiaras are every girl’s dream.
Come learn the structure and technique behind making your very own
in this hands on class. All supplies included. Instructor: Marian Hebert

CORE & STEP NEW!!

Class held
Thursday
July 7 – July 21
6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Class fee: $35
One parent and one child)

NEW!!
PAINT PARTY – AGES 6 & UP NEW!
Just like our adult paint party, now it’s time to bring that fun and
share with your child/grandchild! You will complete a large and small
painting to take home at the end of the day. Refreshments and all
supplies included. Instructor: Brenda Gruber.
Workshop held:
Saturday
July 23
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Workshop fee: $35
(One parent and one child)

SUMMER COLLAGE – AGES 6 & UP NEW!!

Class held:
Monday & Friday
Fassbender Center
May 16 - August 19
8:15 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Class fee: $60
			

Class held:
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
May 16 - August 19
Fassbender Center
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.
Class fee: $75
				

Learn the newest line dances for exercise and fun. Latin, disco, oldies, top
40, rhythm & blues, country and more will also be used to teach all the
dances. Instructor: Dave Sepulveda.

LINE DANCE FITNESS

Are you a “morning person” and want to get your body back in shape?
Join this great fitness program to build and sculpt muscles, strengthen
your core, improve your strength and flexibility while burning fat and
calories. Please bring 3-5 lb. hand weights. Instructor: Mary Bergeron, AFAA
Certified.

Class held:
Monday				
Session 1: May 16 - June 27
Session 2: July 11 - August 15
Rivertown Exhibition Hall
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Class fee: $45 per session
		

Class held:
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
May 16 - Augus 19
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Know all the “basic” line dances? If you are ready to learn more complicated
line dances while getting a fantastic workout, sign up for this class.
Instructor: Dave Sepulveda.

LINE DANCE FITNESS II

Fassbender Center
Class fee: $75

BODY WORKOUT IN THE P.M.

This is a combination three-day program. The class will focus on burning
fat, increasing metabolism, ab work, strengthening with hand weights and
cardio alternate with aerobics and kickboxing. At the end of each class will
be stretching and relaxation techniques. Instructor: Mary Bergeron, AFAA
Certified.
Class held:
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
May 16 - August 19
6:15 p.m. - 7:15 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Class fee: $75

ZUMBA IN THE P.M.

This is a Latin-inspired, dance fitness class that incorporates Latin and
international music and dance movements such as meringue, salsa,
cumbia, reggaetone, samba, cha-cha, flamenco, belly dance and more. This
will create a dynamic, exciting and effective fitness system. Instructor: Tim
Davis & Kierra Young.
Class held:
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday
May 16 - August 19
5:15 p.m. - 6:15 p.m.
Fassbender Center
Class fee: $75

Wednesday & Friday
May 18 - August 19
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Woodlake Gym
Class fee: $65

YOGA I

This class introduces beginning students to the fundamentals of posture
and breath. The class is also suitable for continuing students or anyone
who, due to stiffness, lack of strength or other limitations, would benefit
from yoga. Please bring a mat and a towel. Instructor: Amanda Mitchell.
Class held:
Monday & Friday
May 16 - August 19
Fassbender Center
7:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.
Class fee: $65
			

NEW!!
YOGA II NEW!!

This add-on class should be taken after completing or in addition to Yoga
I. Basic essentials are not covered and your body should be warmed up
and stretched prior to attempting any advanced movements. Instructor
approval may be required. Please bring hand held 3, 5 or 10 lb. weights,
mat and a towel. Instructor: Amanda Mitchell.

Workshop held:
Saturday
August 6
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Workshop fee: $20
(One parent and one child)

“FAST” FOOD ART – AGES 6 & UP NEW!!
Bring your child or grandchild to learn how to make veggie racecars
and a raceway cake. This class is sure to be a hit! All supplies included.
Instructor: Joycelyn Branch.
Workshop held:
Saturday
August 13
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Fassbender Center
Workshop fee: $25
(One parent and one child)

Bring all of your favorite pictures from your adventures of the summer.
We will show how to arrange them into a unique art piece that

This class will focus on strengthening your core and cardio with the use of
step patterns. You’ll challenge your mind and body as you burn calories.
The intensity of your workout will be determined by the speed, travel and
execution of your movements. Instructor: Mary Bergeron, AFAA Certified.

A.M. BODY SCULPT

chronicles your summer. This is a great way to wrap up the summer.
You bring the pictures, we provide the rest! Instructor: Marian Hebert.

Class held:
Monday				
Session 1: May 16 - June 27
Session 2: July 11 - August 15
Rivertown Exhibition Hall
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Class fee: $45 per session

BALLROOM BOOTCAMP – COUPLE DANCING

Work off the calories while learning how to salsa, merengue, cha cha,
swing, Western two-step, zydeco, Jamaica and more. Dancing as a couple
is back in style. Instructor: Dave Sepulveda.
Class held:
Monday				
Session 1: May 16 - June 27
Session 2: July 11 - August 15
Rivertown Exhibition Hall
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Class fee: $80 per session

KENNER KLAY STUDIOS

Ceramics is back and better than ever. Come join us during our open studio
time for all of your ceramic needs. (Kenner Klay Studios, call 468-7593.)
Studio times:
Monday or Tuesday
June 6 - July 12
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Class fee: $35
Fassbender Center

6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Fassbender Center
Class fee: $60

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Fassbender Center
Class fee: $60

WATERCOLOR

Learn the basic watercolor techniques. Beginner knowledge of drawing
is not necessary. Supply list will be given at registration. Instructor: Marian
Hebert.
Class held:
Thursday
June 16 - August 18
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Class fee: $60

NEW!!
ROSARY MAKING NEW!

Learn to make a beautiful rosary, for yourself or as a special gift. You will
learn the techniques and pattern to create a traditional rosary in this handson class. All supplies included. Instructor: Marian Hebert
Class held
Thursday
June 9 - June 23
Fassbender Center
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Class fee: $40
			

TENNIS LESSONS

Playing tennis on a regular basis can help maintain or improve balance,
mobility, agility, strength and fitness. Come out and see why they say
tennis is a “sport for a lifetime.”This class consists of 8 lessons and ends with
a fun tournament! Instructor: Ellie Chavis and A.J. Guttierrez, USTA and PTR
certified.
Class held:
Tuesday
June 7 - August 3
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. Beginner
8 p.m. - 9 p.m. Adv Beginner
Alabama Courts
Class fee: $40

Wednesday
June 8 - August 4
9 a.m. - 10 a.m. Beginner
10 a.m. - 11 a.m. Adv Beginner
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. Beginner
8 p.m. - 9 p.m. Adv Beginner
Cannes Brulee Courts
Class fee: $40

TENNIS LEAGUES

Men’s League – Monday night
Women’s League – Thursday Night
Co-ed League – Call for info.
The ladies league will begin May 19. The men’s league will begin July 11.
Leagues are not for beginners. Awards will be given at the end.

ART WITH ACRYLICS

League fee: $30

Class held:
Monday
June 13 - August 15
Day/10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Fassbender Center
Night/6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Class fee: $60
					

Learn how to teach your dog to behave politely in public, walk nicely on
a leash, to come when called, sit and lay down on command and stay.
For dogs 6 months and up. Handlers under 15 with instructor’s approval
- parent or guardian must accompany handlers under 15. Dogs must be
current on vaccinations for rabies, distemper, hepatitis and parvo. No dogs
in the first class - first class is orientation -bring dog’s vaccination record
and a folding chair. Includes a behavior workshop. Instructor is an AKC CGC
Evaluator.

Learn the exciting and versatile medium of acrylics! You will be taught
the basics and develop your unique creative touch. Supply list is given at
registration. Instructor: Jane Read.

PAINT FOR FUN

An adult oil painting “recreation art” class that will amaze each student with
a finished painting. Students will receive an art supply list on the first day of
class. Instructor: Brenda Gruber.
Class held:
Tuesday
June 14 - August 16

Wednesday or Thursday
June 15 - August 18

DOG OBEDIENCE FOR BEGINNERS NEW!!

Class held:
Saturday				
Veterans Park
June 11 - July 30
Pavilion #1
10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Class fee: $60

3
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ONE DAY WORKSHOPS
NEW!!
STARS & STRIPES STAINED GLASS New!!
This is a paint-by-number faux-stained glass workshop. You will be amazed
how close it looks to the real thing! Display available at the Leisure Service
office. All supplies included. Instructor: Brenda Gruber.
Workshop held:
Saturday
June 18
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Fassbender Cente
Workshop fee: $35

P.M. PAINT PARTY
“Ain’t There No More” is the theme of this party! Enjoy a night out with
friends, refreshments and painting! This is a unique experience to see
how talented you can be. Each person will leave with a completed acrylic
painting at the end of the night. All supplies included. Instructor: Brenda
Gruber.
Workshop held:
Friday
August 5
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Workshop fee: $35

NEW!!
PEST CONTROL NEW!!
This class will cover ways to avoid and prevent pests, such as weeds, insects
and diseases. We will discuss how to treat problems if they arise, including
sustainable methods that have a lower impact on the environment. This
class is sponsored by the Monsanto Company. Registration is still required
and all other policies still apply.
Workshop held:
Saturday
May 21
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Fassbender Center
Workshop fee: FREE

NEW!!
DIPS, SALSA & SPREADS NEW!
Join us for this COOL class! You will learn how to make several cool,
healthy and delicious recipes perfect for the summer! These will be great
for a BBQ, day at the park or hanging at the pool. Bring a mixing bowl and
spoon and we supply the rest! Instructor: Joycelyn Branch.
Workshop held:
Saturday
June 4				
Fassbender Center
Workshop fee: $20
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Leisure Service Office
468-7268 or 468-7284

2011
CITY OF KENNER
HOLIDAY CALENDAR
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Veterans Day (observed)
Christmas Eve (observed)
Christmas Day (observed)
New Year’s Eve (observed)
New Year’s Day (observed)

Mon., May 30
Mon., July 4
Mon., Sept. 5
Thurs., Nov. 24
Fri., Nov. 25
Fri., Dec. 23
Mon., Dec. 26
Fri., Dec. 30
Mon., Jan. 2

CENTRALIZED REGISTRATION
Participants must report to their local playground.
If you are a first time participant or you have an expired ID in any sports program, you will be sent to
Woodward gymnasium for processing of the Centralized Registration Procedures.

No programs or classes will be held on
the city of Kenner holidays listed above.
Classes or programs that occur on a
holiday will not be rescheduled.

Check out the Adult leagues
KPRD has to offer:
Flag football, Basketball,
Softball, Cabbageball

Mixed leagues in:
Softball, Cabbageball and Volleyball
Call Johnie after 2:00 p.m. at
468-7211 for more information.

Please bring an original birth certificate and proof of residency!
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 468-7211

Children Programs
Soccer registration begins May 3, 2011.
Football, Cheerleading, Volleyball & Bounceball
registration begins August 8, 2011.
Call 468-7211 for more information
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Savings

Banking

BY GUY WILLIAMS

Most people
would like to
begin or augment
their savings program. On the other
hand, some people think that savings
plans are good but impossible to
implement.
The truth is that almost anyone
can succeed in setting up a savings
program. Here is how. The keys to a
successful savings program are first to
start, then set goals and finally, make
it a habit.
Starting is often one of the hardest
parts. If you haven’t started, I would
suggest the “bottled water” plan. Take
a water jug and put all of your loose
change in it. Go through the house,
the car and anywhere else that you
might have loose coins. Put the jug
near where you dress. Every day, put
all of your loose change in the jug.
This may seem silly but it is a small
beginning step. Whenever the jug fills
up, take the coins to the bank and put
them in your savings account.
If you don’t already have an
account, open one. Don’t wait for
the water jug to fill up. Take money
from your next paycheck and open
the account. This is your don’t
spend money. Any time you get
unexpected money, like a tax refund,
an unexpected commission check, etc.
put the money in the account.
Now that your savings account is
open, you should set goals. What are
you saving for…retirement, a house, a
car, a vacation or perhaps a wedding?
Whatever the goal is, decide what you
will need to get there. You may end
up with several savings goals. When
my wife and I were first married we
had savings accounts for a home down
payment and a boat. We bought a 12
foot boat and also got into our first
house. Neither one of those goals
would have been reached if we had
not set up our savings accounts.
After setting your goals it is normal
to think that it will take forever to
reach those goals. It will if you don’t
change your behavior. In order to reach
your goals you will have to change.
One of the most effective changes is
to make your savings automatic. You
do this with payroll deduction or an
automatic bank transfer. This is even
better if your employer has some
sort of matching program. Setting up
the savings on autopilot is the most

important thing that you can do after
you begin your program.
After you set up your automatic
transfer, look for ways to increase
your deposit amounts. If you get a
raise, split it between savings and
spending. As you look at your monthly
expenses, any time you can reduce an
expense, put part of the reduction in
your savings account, preferably on
autopilot.
Also, look for creative ways to
increase savings. If you often go out to
eat, don’t order tea or coffee. Calculate
the savings and put the money in your
account. The same goes for popcorn at
the movies. Skip it and put the money
away. You will be surprised how much
you can accumulate.
Once you have your program on
autopilot, look for ways to add more
by selling things. In the eBay and
Craigsl�ist era, it is surprising how
much you get by selling things that
you don’t need. This is a chance to
both clean out the garage and make
some money.
Another great way to bolster
the savings account is to hold a
neighborhood or block-wide garage
sale. It is fun to work with your
neighbors to put an event like that
on and it can be a simple way to
generate some cash. If the kids are the
right age, consider letting them sell
lemonade and cookies during the sale.
This will keep them occupied and will
help them understand money.
Everyone needs a savings plan.
If you set it up to be automatic as
possible while supplementing it with
occasional lump sum additions, you
will be surprised how much you can
accumulate. If you are one of the
fortunate few with no real additional
needs or desires, consider using your
savings to help others. You could
help a local school or church or even
provide a partial scholarship to a
deserving area student.
Whatever your objective, visit your
local community bank and let them help
you achieve your savings goals. 
Guy Williams is president and
chief executive officer of Gulf Coast
Bank and Trust Company. Their
Kenner branch office is located at 3410
Williams Boulevard. Brian Behlar,
branch manager, can be contacted at
565-3661. Visit Gulf Coast Bank and
Trust’s website at www.gulfbank.com.
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NOT JUST REBUILT

REBORN

When you’re comparing remanufactured or rebuilt transmissions, you’re
talking about a whole different animal!
Because our remanufactured or rebuilt transmissions aren’t just repaired,
they are remanufactured using the same components and standards as
the original equipment.
Same quality, fit and performance as the original.
Not just refreshed…REBORN!

Automatic Transmission, Inc.
Dennis Automotive
Family operated – 36 years
2220 Airline Drive • Kenner

466-1381

469-4746

KENNER

819 W. Esplanade Ave.,
intersecting Chateau Blvd.
(504) 496-9000
Franchises Available | MassageEnvy.com | Convenient Hours
Open 7 days. M-F 8am-10pm, Sat 8am-6pm, Sun 10am-6pm
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Health
Ochsner - Kenner perioperative nurses provide outstanding service for surgical patients
By Paolo Zambito

For
many, or endoscopy procedures at Ochsnerthe thought of Kenner, regardless of whether it is
surgery can be inpatient or outpatient, are brought
a
worrisome through the outpatient surgery area to
process filled with receive pre-op care where each patient
anxiety. At Ochsner Medical Center- is assigned two compassionate nurses.
Kenner, perioperative services provide “Our nurses feel very strongly about the
both inpatients and same day surgical 2 to 1 nurse to patient ratio,” says Davis.
patients security and peace of mind to “This allows them to really connect
those who may be feeling uneasy about with the patient as one nurse can speak
their surgery experience.
to the patient, answer questions and
Roxann Davis, RN, director of help put them at ease, while the other
perioperative services at Ochsner- nurse starts the IV, monitors vital signs
Kenner, says “I am blessed to have and documents on the patient’s medical
an outstanding quality team of nurses record.”
who demonstrate knowledge and skill
Many patients who have had their
in caring for surgical patients during surgical experience at Ochsner-Kenner
the pre-operative,
intra-operative
communication to the
asgl_valentines day
09_8x10:Layout 1 1/8/09and
12:53 PMsend
Page 1 positive
post-operative periods of the surgical nurses. A recent thank you letter was
experience.” Perioperative services at received from a patient who had been
Ochsner-Kenner have a unique staffing very nervous about having surgery.
model that consists of one core staff of Her letter stated how a nurse from the
nurses who are cross-trained in all areas outpatient unit had called her at home
of surgery. These experienced nurses before the surgery, reviewed the surgical
give to provide quality process in great detail and visited her
have the expertise
nursing to all areas related to the patient’s before she went into the OR. She went
and watch
grow.
surgical experience.
on to say that in the OR, she met another
All patients undergoing surgery great nurse from the surgery unit who

aveda–
love

Remember Valentine’s Day–
Saturday, February 14th

give aveda– Give a gift they’re sure to love, the gift
and watch love
ofgrow.
Aveda. Pre-made gift sets, custom

gift setsDay–
and gift cards are available
Remember Mother’s
in any
Sunday, May
8thdollar amount.
Give a gift they’re sure to love, the gift of Aveda. Pre-made gift sets,
custom gift setsNeed
and gifthelp
cardsselecting
are available
any dollargift?
amount.
theinperfect

Just ask!

Need help selecting the perfect gift?
Just ask!

465.9590 • www.georgyssalonspa.com
701 West Esplanade Avenue • Kenner, Louisiana 70065

St. Jerome
Knights of Columbus
Seafood Dinners

5/20, 6/17, 7/15, 8/19, 9/16, 10/21, 11/18, 12/16/2011 • 11am - 7pm
Fish Plates
Super Seafood Plate
Shrimp Plates
Crawfish Kickers
Soft Shell Crab
Hush Puppies
Stuffed Crab Plates
Seafood Gumbo
Shrimp Creole
Grilled Shrimp Salad
Combo Plates
Crawfish Etoufee
Stuffed Seafood Bell Peppers
Friday Lunch SpeciaLS 10am-2pm
responsible Venders program-(Bar card class) 3rd monday of the month

Phone-in Orders • Visa/Mastercard Accepted

3310 Florida Ave. • Kenner, LA 70065 • 469-6736 or 352-7107

kept her relaxed and also laughing, thus
keeping her mind at ease. In the words
of this patient, “It is these small acts of
kindness that mean so much and make a
patient feel secure.”
Davis says she is also proud that
many of Ochsner-Kenner’s perioperative
nurses are electing to further their
education by receiving certification in
specialty areas. Several nurses have
recently been certified by ASPAN, the
American Society of Peri-Anesthesia
Nurses, and CNOR, Certified Nurses of
the Operating Room. “It is so rewarding
to have a team of nurses who truly care

about their patients,” says Davis. 
Paolo Zambito, R.N., is chief
executive officer at Ochsner Medical
Center-Kenner and has served in this
role for five years. Zambito has been at
the Kenner facility for over 19 years.
Zambito, who serves on the boards of
the National Kidney Foundation of
Louisiana and the Louisiana Extended
Care Hospital of Kenner is also a member
of the Jefferson Chamber of Commerce
and the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
of Louisiana. For more information of
the services and physicians at Ochsner
Medical Center-Kenner call 464-8000.

Community
Ochsner sought neighborhood input on sign
There is a new sign at the
corner of Driftwood and Williams
Boulevards built by Ochsner
Health System identifying their
Kenner clinic along with the
Driftwood Park subdivision. “As
a proud member of the Kenner
community, Ochsner has been
working with Kenner District 3
Councilman Ben Zahn’s office
over the past several months to
make sure the new sign we wanted
to erect not only met the city of
Kenner’s signage regulations and their
new criteria, but also fit in with the
neighborhood,” said Jason Ruggles,
Ochsner Health System Director of
Corporate Real Estate. “This included
our participation in several council
meetings and hearings to make sure the
adjoining property owners understood
what was being done and had a chance
for their thoughts to be heard. After

meeting with the Driftwood Park
Association the new sign was modeled
after an existing Driftwood Park
subdivision sign on West Esplanade
Avenue. The final product is a win-win
as it is beneficial for the neighborhood,
as well as the accessibility of Ochsner
patients,” said Ruggles.
“Ochsner has always been a good
neighbor to Kenner and District 3 and
this is surely shown by their cooperation
with the Driftwood Subdivision,” said
Zahn. 

The Esplanade mall to host free first annual
“National Mom’s Nite Out”
The Esplanade mall will host its
first annual “National Mom’s Nite
Out” event, a nationally organized
celebration for motherhood that plans
to unite moms across the country.
This free event will provide moms
with the opportunity to enjoy social
networking, fun interactive activities,
live demonstrations, food and wine
tastings, shopping incentives and more.
There will also be entertainment and
prize giveaways.
This event, which is free and open
to the public, will be held Thursday,
May 5, 2011, from 5:30 p.m. until 8:30
p.m. in the mall’s center court. The

mall is located at 1401 West Esplanade
Avenue in Kenner.
Recognizing the importance of
moms and how they control 85 to 90
percent of household spending on
everyday items, the mall owner, Simon
Property Group, is hosting “National
Mom’s Nite Out” at a number of its
leading malls across the country. By
hosting this national event, held just
prior to Mother’s Day, Simon Property
Group will bring together today’s moms
physically and virtually by uniting
mom bloggers, mom social networking
sites, popular mom websites, local
playgroups and social media groups. 
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Frozen shoulder: A common cause of shoulder pain
BY THOMAS R. LYONS, M.D.

Frozen
shoulder
represents a group of
conditions all sharing in
common the loss of both
active and passive shoulder
range of motion. Motion loss is due to mechanical
restriction caused by soft tissue contracture or
scar tissue formation around the glenohumeral
or shoulder joint. The causes of frozen shoulder

can be related to injury, surgery or unknown
origin.
Loss of shoulder motion of unknown origin
is called primary adhesive capsulitis. Capsulitis
is characterized by contracture and thickening
of the shoulder joint capsule which results in
restriction in all planes of motion. People with
diabetes are at increased risk for development
of adhesive capsulitis. Adhesive capsulitis in

diabetics can be severe, often involving both shoulders,
and frequently is resistant to all forms of treatment.
Frozen shoulder can also be caused by trauma or
surgery, with or without a fracture present. Postsurgical
and posttraumatic shoulder stiffness often occurs with a
period of immobilization.
Treatment of frozen shoulder includes both surgical
and nonsurgical options. For shoulder stiffness of

continued on page 26

Ochsner introduces epic EMR for increased quality, efficiency, access
appointments, test results, healthcare bills and
patient education from their smart phones.
By simplifying methods for accessing
and sharing medical records among hospitals,
physicians and caregivers, Epic will provide
an easier, more efficient way to do business for
Ochsner’s affiliated physicians. Currently, about
one of four doctors in the U.S. use EpicCare, and
any of those physicians on Epic’s nationwide
Care Everywhere network can exchange records
across organizational lines.
Ochsner plans to offer the EpicCare
Ambulatory EMR to local physicians for use
in their care setting to enable them to meet
“Meaningful Use” requirements. Meaningful
use is a set of requirements from the federal
government that describe how EMRs should be
used by healthcare providers. The Epic software
will allow Ochsner and participating providers
to adapt quickly to the constantly changing
healthcare regulatory environment.
“Implementing a system of this scale is a
major undertaking,” said Chad Jones, Ochsner
Health System’s Epic Project Executive and
Assistant Vice President of Corporate Systems.
“Ochsner has hired 60 new full-time employees
to implement the Epic system and bring this
technology to our community.” 

www.risktreeservice.com

SABELLA’S
PLUMBING
SMALL JOBS

Repairs • Drain Cleaning
Hot Water Heaters
•

Best hyperbaric medical treatment center on Eastbank?

Residential Repairs
Servicing Metairie & Kenner

BY ALLAN KATZ

lacerations that you would see on a battlefield,” says
Dr. Suleman. “We have also seen cases of gangrene
where hyperbaric medicine – using oxygen therapy
under pressure – is the last best hope to save the
limbs and often, the life of the patient.”
Dr. Suleman says there are six staff doctors at
Ochsner-Kenner who are certified to provide care at
the wound care and hyperbarics center.
“We have an excellent staff,” says Dr. Suleman.
“In my opinion, it’s a great honor for Ochsner-Kenner
to have this specialized facility. Due to steady growth
of our patient population, we are now moving to the
doctor’s office building on the first floor to get more
space. The doctors are backed up by an outstanding
nursing staff. It is really a point of pride to be the
custodians of this treatment center that is often the
difference between life and death. It is yet another
indicator that in just a few years, Ochsner-Kenner
Medical Center has advanced itself to be one of the
finest medical centers in the region.” 

Sammy Sabella
Licensed Master Plumber

Lake
39th St.

3813

h

38th St.

Florida Ave

Hyperbaric medicine is essential to treating
severe wounds like those suffered from traumatic
injury or chronic wounds that are slow to heal
because of diabetes, poor circulation or infection. In
many severe cases, hyperbaric medicine is the last
line of defense to save badly-damaged arms and
legs. The availability of hyperbaric medicine can be
a critical life-and-death factor in some cases.
Outside of the medical profession, relatively
few realize that the finest wound center offering
hyperbaric therapy on the East Bank is located at
Ochsner-Kenner Medical Center.
Dr. Mohamad Suleman, medical director of
Ochsner-Kenner’s Wound Care and Hyperbarics,
is a vascular surgeon who says some of the most
serious life and limb-threatening cases in the metro
area find their way to Ochsner-Kenner for what can
be life-saving treatment.
“We’ve seen cases of carbon monoxide
poisoning and victims of industrial explosions
who have suffered wounds resembling shrapnel

818-0007

Williams Blvd.

Ochsner Health System announced on March
31, 2011, it is deploying Epic’s industry-leading
electronic medical record (EMR) software,
EpicCare, across its eight hospitals and 38
health centers. Epic will take Ochsner’s 15 years
of experience with EMRs to the next level and
integrate more than 38 clinical, scheduling and
billing systems across the organization. Epic will
allow Ochsner to streamline patient care, improve
patient outcomes and empower patients to be
more involved in their healthcare.
“With the implementation of Epic, Ochsner
continues to be at the forefront of healthcare
technology regionally and nationally,” said
Chris Belmont, Ochsner Health System Vice
President and Chief Information Officer. “The
most important result of this technology is that
our patients will receive the finest possible care
and enhance the coordination of care throughout
the region.”
Epic will also make it easier for Ochsner
patients, nurses and physicians to interact and
communicate with healthcare providers both
inside and outside Ochsner Health System.
Physicians and clinical staff will be able to
access complete patient records and easily order
treatments based on best practices. Patients will
even be able to manage their own and their family’s

Owner/Operated
Over 25 Years
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Right medications, right dosage, right time

BY tony simon and JOHN BULL
A patient being compliant in
keeping up with medication dosage and
frequency is extremely vital to their
health. Patients may be noncompliant
for many reasons. The most obvious
cause is simple forgetfulness, a more
likely circumstance if a medication
is being used for an asymptomatic
condition such as hypertension.
Here is a classic example of patient
noncompliance. The patient had
been diagnosed with hyperlipidemia
or high cholesterol. The doctor
prescribed a statin, a lipid lowering
drug. After taking the drug for a
while, the patient’s cholesterol level
came down so he stopped taking his
medication. The patient later began to
experience shortness of breath when
exercising and some pressure in his
chest. Subsequently, he experienced
chest pain and had to have openheart surgery. This patient was former
President Bill Clinton. President
Clinton was fortunate. Other patients
who stop taking their cholesterol
medication or do not adhere to their
prescribed dosages are not so lucky.
In fact, approximately 125,000 deaths
in the United States each year are
attributed to noncompliance with
a doctor’s prescription, twice the
number of people killed in automobile
accidents.
As far as medication compliance
is concerned, patients should adhere
to the practice of taking medication as
prescribed by a physician. Fifty percent
of people presently on prescribed
medication do not take it as prescribed.
To be non-adherent means you have, for
some reason, deviated from the course

the doctor prescribed. Perhaps you
take your medicine only occasionally,
perhaps you never filled your last
prescription; perhaps you never took
it at all. Do not be surprised if this
describes you. In fact, this is a serious
problem in today’s world because
medication non-adherence causes
health complications (subsequent
ailments, more doctor visits, lost work,
trips to the hospital, etc.) that ripple out
across our health care system costing
approximately $177 billion a year in
addition to the immeasurable amount
of pain and loss of life.
As C. Everett Koop, the former
U.S. Surgeon General said, “Drugs
don’t work if people don’t take them.”
The most common types of
noncompliance include not having a
prescription filled, taking an incorrect
dose – too much or too little, taking
the medication at the wrong time,
forgetting to take one or more doses
and stopping the medication too soon.
According to the World Health
Organization, the noncompliance
rate for long-term therapies averages
50 percent. Recent results from an
annual enrollment health fairs last
year suggested that those enrollees
may not be compliant with their heart
medications or are not under treatment
for their cardiovascular disease risk.
More than 1,600 enrollees took
advantage of the free screenings.
Although participants may not mirror
the entire population and fasting tests
provide more accurate cholesterol and
glucose readings, over 50 percent of the
enrollees taking the test reported having
a known risk factor for heart disease
and many of these same people still
exhibited “at risk” screening results,
which suggests that they may not be
following doctors recommendations.
High
blood
pressure,
or
hypertension, is very common,
affecting over 18 million workers in

the United States. According to the
National Health Information Survey,
35 percent of those with hypertension
have not been diagnosed. Known as
“the silent killer,” high blood pressure
is a condition in which the pressure of
the blood in the arteries is too high.
The normal range is 120/80 mm Hg
(millimeters of mercury). If your
pressure is consistently above this
range, you have high blood pressure
and are at risk of a heart attack, stroke
and kidney disease. The top (systolic)
number measures the pressure when
the heart beats. The bottom (diastolic)
number is the pressure when the heart
is at rest.
The Joint National Committee
on prevention, detection, evaluation
and treatment of high blood pressure
defines high blood pressure for nondiabetics as 140/90 or more. Of the
enrollees screened at the fairs, 26
percent of women and 44 percent of
men had high blood pressure readings.
Prehypertensive (at risk for high blood
pressure) means the systolic number
is between 120-139 or the diastolic
is between 80-89. Of the enrollees
screened, 60 percent of women and 68
percent of men had prehypertensive
blood pressure readings.
Over 37 million American
workers have hyperlipidemia. Like
high blood pressure, many Americans
are unaware that they have high
cholesterol. Forty-one percent of those
with hyperlipidemia have not been
diagnosed. Cholesterol travels in the
bloodstream in the form of varioussized particles known as lipoproteins.
Elevated cholesterol means that you
have more cholesterol in your blood
than your body needs. Total cholesterol
levels should be under 200 milligrams
per deciliter (mg/DL), according to the
National Institute of Health. Fifty-two
percent of the women screened at the
fair had total cholesterol levels greater
than 200, including 17 percent with
levels above 240. Forty-four percent
of the men had total cholesterol levels
greater than 200, including 13 percent
with levels above 240.
Four percent of the workforce has
diabetes, which is indicated by high
blood sugar levels greater than 126
(mg/DL). Forty-one percent of workers
with diabetes are undiagnosed. Levels
of glucose rise in the blood because the
glucose is not getting into the body’s
cells. Diabetes more than doubles
your risk for a stroke or heart disease.
Although fasting is necessary to get
the most accurate glucose readings,
levels greater than 199, with or
without fasting, indicate a need to seek
treatment immediately. Fifteen percent

Health

of women and 21 percent of men had
glucose levels greater than 126. One
percent of women and three percent of
men had readings greater than 199.
So why do patients not follow
their prescribed drug regimen for
lowering risk for heart disease? A
1999 study published in the Journal
of the American Geriatrics Society
identified 26 factors that lead to
noncompliance. Compliance decreased
as the complexity, cost and duration
of the medication regimen increased.
Patient-related factors that contribute
to noncompliance include lack of
social support, an unstable living
environment, mental illness, limited
financial resources, denial of the illness
and low perceived susceptibility to the
disease.
The busiest patients were found
to have the lowest rate of compliance.
Poor communication between the
patient and his/her provider also led to
noncompliance.
Patients must take their medication
as prescribed in order for the medication
to be effective. Failure to do so can
cause side effects that may be mild
– or potentially fatal. The American
Heart Association recommends the
following tips for remembering to take
medication as prescribed: Take it at the
same time every day; take it along with
meals or other routine daily events
Use special pill boxes, such as the one
divided into sections that can be found
at most drug stores Keep a medicine
calendar or use a white board or sticker
system to record your medications
Work with your doctor to develop other
tools to help you keep up with your
drug regimen. Never stop taking your
medication without first talking to your
doctor. 
(John Bull Pharmacy pharmacist
Tony Simon, Pharm D., contributed to
this column.)
John Edward Bull, P.D., FASCP,
R.Ph. is pharmacist-in-charge at John
Bull Pharmacy, Inc. Since 1980 Bull
has been sole owner and president of
the local community pharmacy and
is a third generation pharmacist in
the greater New Orleans area. Bull
graduated in 1974 from Northeast
Pharmacy School, now ULM in
Monroe, where he was associate
professor of community pharmacy and
has also served in that capacity as well
at Xavier University in New Orleans
for 37 years. John Bull Pharmacy is
located at 2124 38th Street in Kenner, a
half block off Williams Boulevard next
to the North Kenner Park.
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Improving services at MSY

Airport

Open to the public

use ranged from “Never to more than 12 times”
with the majority of responses noted as never,
once and two to three times. The optional choices
of arrival times at the airport indicate that most of
the respondents arrive in the suggested check-in
window of one and one-half to two hours with
only four percent tempting fate by arriving less
than 45 minutes before their departure. The top
three choices for the types of food preferred from
a selection of 21 categories indicated a preference
for American, Cajun and sandwiches. Full service
restaurants (all choices) favored regional/local
high end and regional/local casual followed by
local neighborhood. Fast food restaurants (all
choices) desired were the three categories of
regional/local brand, national brand and health
fast food. When asked about that morning eye
opener – coffee, respondents prefer a regional
brand over a national brand at the airport. On
the topic of specialty shops, the top five choices
were books, New Orleans-themed merchandise,
mobile electronics, fashion/apparel and nonprescription pharmacy respectively. Services (all
choices) selected were electronic device charging
station, business service center, bank, massage
therapy, post office, shoe shine, nail/hair salon
and meeting/conference rooms in that order.
Finally, when asked if they use wireless Internet
when they travel, 71 percent of the respondents
continued on page 26

Home

Home staging should include the male perspective
BY LINDA R. MARTIN

Professional home stagers
consult with homeowners
on ways to sell their homes
quickly and for the most
money possible, but often lost
in the design process is the fact that men are involved
in buying decisions as well.
When having your home staged, it’s important
to remember to appeal to both sexes and do some
things that will pique a man’s interest just as much as
a woman’s.
Professional stagers take into account buyer
demographics, buying psychology and utilize design
elements in planning out the rooms and space and the
use of lighting and its effect on the space. Don’t be
afraid to let them know if the home is leaning too far
on the woman’s side.
Women tend to look for cozier settings or rooms
that facilitate intimate conversations, while males
gravitate toward rooms with gadgets, televisions and
electronics.
Open spaces and higher ceilings are also a draw
for men as psychologically they have a larger sense of
personal space. Professional stagers with men in mind
try to create rooms where a man can feel as if he can
walk through the house easily without stepping around

Chateau Golf & Country Clubís

FOOD & WINE FESTIVAL

By IFTIKHAR AHMAD
Director of Aviation
Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport
We
are
constantly
looking for ways to improve
our airport environment
with the hope of offering more diverse
services to our traveling public. One of the
areas that we are taking a serious look at is
our concessions program at Louis Armstrong
New Orleans International Airport. Recently,
we posted an online concessions survey on our
website, www.flymsy.com requesting input from
the general public, as well as our passengers,
about the types of concessions and services they
would like to have at MSY. I am happy to report
strong participation with respondents numbering
in the thousands, in fact, 6,616 to be exact. The
survey questions included the general information
sought on most surveys such as age group, gender
and residence along with particular questions
concerning the types of food, specialty shops and
services that would be preferred at Armstrong
International.
Here are some of the survey results in
summary form. The bulk of the respondents were
between the ages of 22 and 54. The gender split
was 57 percent male and 43 percent female. The
residence breakout was as follows: another U.S.
State – 49 percent, New Orleans – 32 percent,
international – 9 percent, Louisiana other than
New Orleans – 8 percent, followed by Mississippi
or Alabama at 2 percent. The frequency of airport
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Different types of wines from
vineyards around the country.
Thai ribs, lamb lollipops, shrimp kabobs,
assorted cheeses and appetizers served.

LIVE MUSIC!
Thursday, May 19
6 to 9 p.m.
Poolside event
Dressy casual
$40 plus tax and gratuity
Reservations: 467-1351
or email maitred@chateaugcc.com

PRIME KENNER OFFICE SPACE

FOR RENT

Facing the beautiful Mississippi River

2100 Rev. Wilson Avenue (corner of Williams Blvd.)
900 square feet per unit

Call Pan at 738-1704

Roofing • Patio Covers • Carports
Glass Rooms • Siding • Window Screens
Windows Re-Screening • Screen Rooms
Replacement Windows • Pool Enclosures

FREE ESTIMATES

triple
all sorts of furniture.
When it comes to men, the garage and yard tend
to be high up on the priority list, so it’s important to get
these areas as perfect as possible.
Garages that have painted walls, clean floors and
enough storage for various male-oriented hobbies
will impress. Shelf space is almost always looked at
as a good thing here and a place to hang tools or a
workbench would make a fine addition to attract male
buyers. And remember, an empty garage looks much
bigger than one with a car parked in it.
With the yard, showcasing a well-maintained lawn
will help sell the male. Thick, healthy grass, minimal
bushes to trim and easy to clean garden beds will meet
the landscaping criteria the male buyer looks for.
Appealing to both sexes when staging and selling
a home requires an emotional investment that will pay
off in the end for all parties, just don’t forget that men
need a connection, too. 
Linda R. Martin, who is licensed in Louisiana, can
be reached at 443-6464 or at her office located at 4140
Williams Boulevard in Kenner, LA, USA. Prudential
Gardner Realtors is an independently owned and
operated member of Prudential Real Estate Affiliates,
Inc., a Prudential Financial company. Visit the
Prudential website at www.prudentialgardner.com.

CONSTRUCTION, CO.
2158 Kenner Ave. • Kenner, LA

Licensed & Insured
www.bbbconstruction.com
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People

Ed, Eddie, Liz and George
BY ED CLANCY

For
those
of you who
are wondering,
the “Ed” in the
title is me. The
“Eddie” is Eddie
Fisher, who was famous for getting
married to the “Liz” in the title. The
“George” is George S. Kaufman,
famed playwright and curmudgeon.
As I write this, Elizabeth Taylor
has recently passed away (March 23,
2011) – just six months after Eddie
Fisher died. I don’t have to tell you
who Liz Taylor is, do I? Oh well, she
was one of our greatest movie stars. I
won’t say great actor, although she did
give some really good performances
in such movies as “National Velvet,”
“Suddenly, Last Summer” and
“Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?” in
which she co-starred with one of her
husbands, Richard Burton. She was
married eight times, but had only seven
husbands. One of them (Burton) was a
re-run. I used to like to refer to her as
the law firm of Hilton, Wilding, Todd,
Fisher, Burton, Burton, Warner and

Fortenski. Only the last husband was
not a celebrity. He was a construction
worker.
I want you to pay close attention,
now, and you might need a scorecard,
but here goes.
Eddie Fisher was a singer in the
1950s who made the girls scream as he
belted out such songs as “Anytime,”
“Dungaree Doll” (I kid you not.
You may Google “dungarees.”) and
my favorite, “O My Papa.” He was
married to a lovely young actress
named Debbie Reynolds, and they
produced a daughter we all know as
Carrie Fisher. Debbie’s best friend
was the aforementioned Liz Taylor,
who was married to a producer named
Mike Todd. Mike Todd died in a plane
crash and Debbie and Eddie rushed to
her side to comfort her. Eddie stayed a
little longer. Liz decided to steal Eddie
from Debbie and so, she became Mrs.
Fisher.
My only close encounter with
the second Mrs. Fisher was when she
came to New Orleans to appear in a
play called “The Little Foxes” at the

Saenger Theater. I was present at
a huge reception in her honor, and I
snapped a couple of pictures of her,
but I never spoke to her.
In 1988, I found myself doing
a phone interview on the radio with
Eddie Fisher. He was very nice, but
I do distinctly remember hearing
the clink of ice cubes on his end as
we talked. Eddie was no stranger to
the various vices of showbiz. While
we talked about his vices (“I was a
womanizer, I was a gambler, I was a
drug addict, just to name a few...”) the
most poignant part of the interview
came when we talked about one of his
biggest hits, “O My Papa.” I informed
Mr. Fisher that when I was about nine
years old my father put me on stage at
a union hall banquet and I sang “O My
Papa.” I was a pretty good boy soprano
in those days. Eddie was amazed.
“You know, Ed, I have never
heard anyone sing ‘O My Papa.’”
Right about here my audience heard
the music:
Oh my papa
To me he was so wonderful
Oh my papa,
To me he was so good
Eddie Fisher: It really hit home
with a lot of people, knowing how
people feel about their parents. I used
to see so many people crying, and
they would ask me if I was singing
it because of my father, and when I
answered that I was not, they would
be very disappointed.
Me: What was your relationship
with your father?
Eddie: There was very little
relationship. He once took me to a
ball game, but mostly he was kind of
a tyrant. [We were poor] but he was
a very proud man, and I retired him
at the age of 53, which was probably
the biggest mistake I ever made...I
was just becoming successful, and the
first thing I was going to do was retire
my mother and father, but I wouldn’t
suggest that you retire anybody at 53
or 73. I think you gotta go on. That’s
what I want to do. I want to sing until
I die.
And he did.
The same year “O My Papa”
made it big (1953) Eddie appeared
on a TV show called “This Is Show
Business.” I know it’s hard to believe,

what with my boyish appearance, but
I am pretty sure I actually saw that
show. Showbiz performers, many of
them just starting out, appeared on
the program to perform and then to
sit down and ask for advice from a
panel of showbiz celebrities. One of
those on the panel was the playwright,
George S. Kaufman, than whom no
one has a sharper tongue. Eddie’s
question for the panel concerned his
frustration that none of the girls at the
Copacabana night club would go out
with him. He wanted to know if it was
because he looked too young. When it
was Mr. Kaufman’s turn he gave the
following reply:
Mr. Fisher, on Mount Wilson there
is a telescope. A powerful telescope
that has made it possible to magnify
the distant stars to approximately 12
times the magnification of any previous
telescope. And, Mr. Fisher, atop Mount
Palomar, sits a more recently perfected
telescope. This magnificent instrument
can magnify the stars up to six times
the magnification of the Mount Wilson
telescope. As improbable as it would
doubtless be, if you could somehow
contrive to place the Mount Wilson
telescope inside the Mount Palomar
telescope, Mr. Fisher…you still would
not be able to see my interest in your
problem.
The audience roared. I have given
that answer (or a form of it) in living
rooms and parties everywhere, when
someone tells a very boring story or is
complaining about something or other
and I need a particularly devastating
put-down. It never fails to get a big
laugh. Recently, my great neighbor,
Mr. Harold Bridge (an astronomy
buff), suggested that – at least between
us two – instead of going through the
whole Kaufman routine, we simply
say “Hubble.” And so, if you happen
to be in my company sometime in the
future, and, during our conversation,
my ears start to glaze over, you
will know what I mean when I say,
“Hubble.”
Then, again, I could just say,
“Kaufman.” (“Fisher, maybe?”)
My thanks to Dick Cavett in
The New York Times for the correct
wording of Mr. Kaufman’s reply. 
Ed Clancy can be reached via
email at Edclancy2@aol.com.
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Zephyrs off and running
BY KEN TRAHAN

While NFL
owners
and
players
battle
over millions of
dollars, while the
VooDoo struggle
in their return to New Orleans and while
area college baseball teams disappoint
(see LSU, Tulane), another sports entity
continues its fine run in the New Orleans
market.
The New Orleans Zephyrs have
started their 19th season. The first four
seasons (1993-1996) were spent at UNO’s
Privateer Park. For the last 15 years, the
Zephyrs have called Jefferson Parish
home at Zephyr Field in Metairie.
The “Shrine on Airline” is no longer
a shining new facility. It has stood the test
of time, with some minor improvements
made over the last few years.
The team has stood the test of time
as well. The Zephyrs have gone through
five major league affiliations, including
Milwaukee, Houston, Washington, New
York (Mets) and Florida.
The affiliation with the Marlins
continues in 2011. Florida has been
pretty solid at developing prospects. At

the major league level, Logan Morrison,
Chris Coghlan, Gaby Sanchez, Brett
Hayes and Emilio Bonafacio are among
those who came through New Orleans en
route to Miami.
At press time, the Zephyrs were 9-10,
featuring pretty good pitching and light
hitting.
On the mound, Tom Koehler and
Dallas Trahern have been the top starters.
Koehler opened the season 2-0 with a
good 2.74 ERA in four appearances. The
24-year old Koehler is a good prospect for
the Marlins.
The 25-year old Trahern opened 2-0
with a 4.96 ERA. Trahern is back for his
second stint with the Zephyrs, having
pitched for New Orleans in 2009. He
missed the entire 2010 season due to an
injury.
Out of the bullpen, Jay Buente,
Victor Garate, Steve Cishek and Dustin
Richardson have all pitched well but the
main man is closer Jose Ceda.
The 24-year old Ceda started 1-1 with
a terrific 0.90 ERA and four saves. He is
averaging a strikeout per inning.
While the Z’s have struggled at the
plate, there have been bright spots.

Veteran infielder Joe Thurston leads
the elder players, hitting .343 over the
first 19 games with two home runs, seven
doubles and six RBIs. Thurston has
garnered major league time in part of six
seasons with the Dodgers, Phillies, Red
Sox and Cardinals and is looking to work
his way back with Florida.
25-year old outfielder Bryan Petersen
was hitting .288 in 18 games with two
home runs, three doubles and six RBIs.
Petersen played for the Zephyrs in 2010,
hitting .255 and earned brief major league
time with the Marlins, playing in 23
games with Florida.
Ruben Gotay, a 31-year old infielder,
was batting .284 in 19 games with three
home runs, two doubles and six RBIs.
Gotay has extensive major league time
in part of four previous seasons with
the Royals, Mets and Braves, hitting a
respectable .255 in the big leagues.
Outfielder Chris Aguila, 32 years old,
hit .281 through his first 17 games with a
team-high four home runs, four doubles
and 14 RBIs. Aguila played for New
Orleans in 2010. He has major league
time in parts of four previous seasons with
the Marlins and Mets.

Basin teaching how to be caretakers of
our environment as well as how to safely
enjoy the recreation it offers.
Volunteers are needed each year
to assist in this program. To provide
an adequate number of instructors, an
additional program was created to train
strong swimmers 16 years or older
to be water safety instructors (WSI).
Normally a $250 class, the WSI students
attend a week of classroom instruction
free of charge and complete training
the following week by serving as swim
instructors for the Ashley Kelly Swim
Program.
The water safety instructor program

will be held May 9 to 14, 2011 on
Monday through Friday from 5:00 p.m.
until 8:00 p.m. and on Saturday from
1:00 p.m. until 4:00 p.m. The swimming
classes will be held from May 16 to 20,
2011. Classes will be at 5:00 p.m., 6:00
p.m. and 7:00 p.m. Classes are offered at

and utility bills.
The benefit gala and raffle fundraiser
will begin with cocktails at 6:00 p.m.
followed by dinner. Tickets are $50 and
include a chance to win a flat screen
television.
For details regarding the gala call
Our Lady of Perpetual Help Catholic
Church at 464-0361. 

the Tulane University Reily Center.
Registration opens on May 2, 2011.
Call JoAnn at 836-2238 or email joann@
saveourlake.org. Include the name and age
of the swimmer, the class time requested,
guardian’s name and contact email and
phone number in your email. 

Victoria A.M. Smith, M.D.
NOW
BACK
KENN IN
ER

Our Lady of Perpetual Help food
ministry to hold annual gala
Our Lady of Perpetual Help food
ministry will host its annual gala on
May 11, 2011, at the Cypress Lake
Country Club located at 10 Villere Drive
in Destrehan. All proceeds from the gala
will go to the ministry.
The food ministry serves over three
thousand people a year in the OLPH
area providing assistance with food,
clothing, medication, rent, furnishings

continued on page 25

Community

Swim program and free lessons offered
The Lake Pontchartrain Basin
Foundation is in partnership with
the Ashley Marie Kelly Foundation,
the American Red Cross and Tulane
University to provide a free weeklong
swim program to anyone in the
Pontchartrain Basin who is age five or
older.
The swimming lessons are provided
by Red Cross trained water safety
instructors and are held at Tulane
University. They consist of five weekday
classes, each a 45-minute session of
swim instructions. In addition to this,
each day there is a five-minute session
about issues that affect the Pontchartrain

Greg Norton, who took over
managing the Zephyrs in the middle of
the 2010 season when Edwin Rodriguez
was hired by the parent Marlins, is back
for his second season in New Orleans, his
first full season.
Norton spent 13 seasons as a player
in the major leagues with the White Sox,
Colorado, Detroit, Tampa Bay, Seattle and
Atlanta. Norton belted 89 home runs in
his major league career.
Charlie Corbell is the pitching coach
for New Orleans. Corbell previously
served as the pitching coach for the
Zephyrs in 2005 when the Zephyrs were
an affiliate of the Washington Nationals.
Damon Minor is the hitting coach of
the Zephyrs. Minor played four seasons in
the major leagues, playing in 136 games
for San Francisco, hitting 13 home runs.
He is in his first year of professional
coaching.
The Zephyrs are in the Pacific
Coast League American South Division
with Round Rock (Texas Rangers),
Albuquerque (Los Angeles Dodgers) and
Oklahoma City (Houston Astros). At 9-10,
the Zephyrs were third in the division with

Family Practice

Se habla español
fala-se português

Men • Women • Children
Female Care • Pap Smears
Contraception

Office Hours by Appointment
4228 Williams Blvd., Suite 203 • 496-0138 or 889-4011
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Latin American News
Jefferson Physicians’ Foundation formalizes Partnership to assist
limited English speaking community
BY RAFAEL E. SADDY
In 2005, with
the
leadership
and vision of the
Jefferson Parish
Medical Society, the Jefferson Physicians’
Foundation was formed to preserve its
physician workforce and to improve the
access for care for the under and uninsured
in the area. Due to the growth of the
Spanish speaking community in this area
since Katrina, the JPF earlier this year
formed a partnership with the Consulate
of Mexico in New Orleans to assist the
limited speaking English community with
the Ventanilla de Salud program. The
program provides bilingual, bicultural
healthcare education, advocacy, referrals
and counseling to enable these families
to access medical care and sustain healthy
lifestyles.
The Ventanilla de Salud program
also provides health screenings, health
information, and referrals to private
physicians or community clinics to
many patients who were crowding area
emergency rooms and overburdening
medical practices.
As the only physician-sponsored
resource providing bilingual physician
referrals in the community, the JPF is
assisted in this outreach effort through
partnerships with the American Red Cross
of Southeast Louisiana, East Jefferson
General Hospital, Catholic Charities,
New Orleans Faith Health Alliance, the
Hispanic American Medical Association
of Louisiana, The Children’s Health Fund
and the Delta Region AIDS Education
and Training Center.

The doctors in the Jefferson Parish
Foundation believe strongly in this
program and are uniquely positioned to
continue encouraging the community
to take a proactive approach in the
management of their health. They are
trained to support the Latino community
and serve as a valuable source of
information on the understanding of the
national health reform.
Currently the VDS, located next to the
Consulate of Mexico at 901 Convention
Center Boulevard in New Orleans, opens
its doors at least six times per month from
9: 30 a.m. to 1: 30 p.m. In 2010 more than
2,241 people were assisted.
VDS has consolidated the expansion
of its program in a bilingual, friendly
atmosphere that motivates individuals
and families to be proactive and take
responsibility to maintain healthy
lifestyles.
Community Announcements
May 1-5 – Alejandro Sanz by music
gala on May 1 at the New Orleans Jazz
and Heritage Festival. For information
call 850-766-4602.
May 14 – LACAL and American
Cancer Society’s Relay for Life at Muss
Bertolino Park. Join Viva La Vida team
in support of fight against cancer. For
information call 914-2250 or 732-7577650.
May 19 – Unidad Hispanoamericana’s
general meeting and planning 2H11
events. For information call 512-2362 or
468-6116.
May 17 – Latin Council general
meeting to discuss issues that affect the

CENTURY
TITLE
“WE CLOSE REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS FOR YOU”
RANDY LOVITT
Notary Public

REAL ESTATE
TITLE TRANSFERS
Real Estate Sales, Mortgages,
Donations, 1031 Tax Free Exchanges
• Expert Closing Assistance — In Operation over 15 years
• In-House Problem Solving Real Estate Title Attorneys — You’ll need this
• We keep you Informed — We return your Calls
• Our Costs are Competitive — Our Work is Accurate
4200 South I-10 Service Road, Suite 110, Metairie, LA 70001

830-7979

FAX 831-2609

Hispanic community. For information call
Danielle C. Williams at 282-0265.
May 28 – Toño Rosario and Yoscar
Sarante at the Sugar Mill. For information
call 850-766-4602.
Kenner Hispanic Resource Center
– The center offers various programs as
well as access to information and referrals
for all sorts of issues. For information call
469-2570.
Hablemos Claro – K-TV-76 Hispanic
TV programs with topics of interest to
the community every Wednesday at 9:00

p.m. and Sunday at 8:00 p.m. For more
information and program schedule go to
www.kenner.la.us and click on the K-TV
76 logo.
I leave you with this thought. “It is
amazing what you can accomplish if you
do not care who gets the credit!” 
Rafael E. Saddy is public relations
officer of the Latin American Civic
Association of Louisiana (LACAL).
Email Saddy at lacal1234@bellsouth.net.
Correspondence for be sent to P.O. Box
640284, Kenner, LA 70064-0284.

Community
April KPBA meeting to feature Carol Fleischman
Carol Fleischman,
whose topic will be
the “Seven keys to
creating a balanced
life,” will be the
featured speaker at the
May 17, 2011 Kenner
Professional Business
Association’s monthly
luncheon. It will be held at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel located at 2829 Williams
Boulevard in Kenner.
Fleischman has 15 years experience as

a certified life coach. Fleischman says her
practical presentation offers keys to keep
up with the demands of career, family, fun
and all other areas of life people juggle.
Networking begins at 11:30 a.m. and
lunch starts at noon. Reservations are
required to attend and can be emailed to
reservations@kpba.biz.
The KPBA club is a communitybased networking organization for men
and women. For more information about
attending the KPBA meetings or joining
the club visit www.kpba.biz. 

Kenner citizens and police department
members honored at KPD Awards Ceremony
Kenner Citizens and Kenner Police
Department members were honored at a
KPD awards ceremony on April 28, 2011,
at Heritage Hall, which is located at 303
Williams Boulevard in Kenner.
Award recipients were honored for
performing above and beyond the call
of duty. The 36 honorees were Officer
Gregory Alphonso, Officer Frank
Alvarenga, Officer Kevin Amedee,
Officer Michael Archuleta, Officer Troy
Berkholz, Officer Ronald Bertucci, Mr.
James Brister, Officer Quincy Bryant,
Officer William Campbell, Officer
Larry Cosse, Officer Ronald Coupel, Jr.,

Officer Cesar Cruz, Sergeant Michael
Cunningham, Mr. J.C. Dawson, Officer
Brent Donovan, Officer Matthew
Glapion, Officer Ryan Krummel, Officer
Paul Lalla, Officer Salvador Mangano,
Officer Mark McCormick, Officer Travis
Melancon, Ms. Stephanie Miles, Officer
Gerald Miller, Officer Jeffrey Mocklin,
Mr. Scott Mullen, Officer Darren Rappold,
Officer Bradley Ricke, Officer Mark
Russo, Officer Adam Schouest, Officer
Jessica Schriber, Officer Gregory Smith,
Officer Shane Tilford, Officer Jacob Tolpi,
Detective Kevin Treigle, Officer Christine
Urrata and Officer James Virgil. 

St. Philip Neri presents the play, “Into the Woods, Jr.”
The St. Philip Neri school will present
Music Theatre International’s “Into the
Woods, Jr.” from their Broadway Jr. series.
– a musical fairy tale adventure -– with a
twist. The play will be performed on May
6 and 7, 2011, at 7:30 p.m. and May 8, at
6:00 p.m. in the SPN Parishioner Center
located at 6600 Kawanee Avenue in
Metairie. The play features a cast and crew
of students directed by Stacy Taliancich.

For reservations email sheryl.
abrams@gmail.com or call the St. Philip
office at 887-5600, extension 82. Tickets
are $10 for reserved seats. The general
admission ticket price is $7 adults and $4
children. General admission tickets may
also be purchased at the door.
More information can also be found
at www.stphilipneri.org under “Drama
ticket reservations.” 
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Home

BY DAN DORMADY

First-time
homeowners and
even experienced
homeowners
can become overwhelmed with the
idea of doing home maintenance and
projects. All homeowners need to
have a basic household tool kit to take
care of simple home maintenance and
projects. Having the right tool on hand
will make any job easier and save the
cost of hiring a handyman. This will
protect your home investment and can
prevent major repairs later.
Purchase quality tools even if you
have to spend a little more money.
Quality tools last longer and perform
better. Stick with buying basic tools
rather than tools with a lot of extras
that you will never use.
Start your toolbox with a 25-foot
measuring tape. Whether you are
measuring for window treatments or
a whole room for new flooring this
should do the job.
Two basic screwdrivers are a
necessity. Choose both a good quality
flat head screwdriver and a Phillips
head screwdriver in a medium size.
Sometimes you will find a set of
assorted screwdrivers on sale. A set of
those tiny screwdrivers will also come
in handy when you need to tighten
a pair of eyeglasses or fix audio or
computer equipment.
A crescent wrench is an adjustable
wrench that is designed to tighten and
loosen nuts and bolts of all sizes with
its movable jaw. It is best to buy good
quality wrenches as inexpensive ones
can seize up. A good size to start with
is a six-inch crescent wrench.
Get a small assortment in various

sizes and shapes of pliers. You’ll use
long-nose pliers most frequently,
but have heavy grooved pliers for
removing nails or large staples. Pliers
with a wire cutter will make it easy to
snip wire for crafts, electrical repairs
and other household projects.
Whether you’re hanging pictures
or putting shelf supports up, a
medium weight 16-ounce hammer
with a curved claw will cover most
household jobs. Consider other sizes if
you’ll be doing either delicate projects
or construction.
Buying a cordless drill may feel
like a luxury, but there are infinite
uses for this handy tool. The obvious
use is drilling pilot holes for nails
and you can also insert screwdriver
bits to help insert or remove screws.
A better quality 14.4 volt drill/driver
is recommended for most uses. An
automatic chuck is preferable so
you don’t have to keep finding the
chuck key. Look for a quick-release
chuck with a clutch, which prevents
overloading and prolongs the life of
the drill. Variable speed is very handy,
especially a slow chug for screwing
or unscrewing difficult screws. Make
sure it has a reverse feature.
If you buy a good sturdy level it
will last a lifetime. A carpenter’s level
or bubble level indicates horizontal
and vertical plumb. A level is a must
for straightening up pictures, drilling
holes in a straight line, checking
tabletop alignment or mounting towel
bars perfectly. It also can be used as
ruler for a straight line.
A stud finder is good for hanging
mirrors or shelves. The high-tech
sonic-boom versions are more

Darcey

(continued from page 10)

care division clinical nurse specialists.
Through efforts such as those
demonstrated by the EJGH Critical
Care Division, the ABNS Vision –
specialty nursing care is the standard
by which the public recognizes quality
nursing care – will be achieved.
“Professional nursing certification
at East Jefferson is truly valued and
supported through various means,”
Janice Kishner, RN, MSN, MBA,
FACHE, EJGH Chief Nursing Officer,
said. “Through certification, nurses
demonstrate their mastery of skills,
knowledge and abilities as they

progress along the continuum of
lifelong learning.” 
Keith
M.
Darcey
is
a
communications specialist with East
Jefferson General Hospital located at
4200 Houma Boulevard in Metairie.
Darcey can be reached at 889-7110 or
at kdarcey@ejgh.org. East Jefferson
General Hospital, Louisiana’s first
Nurse Magnet hospital, is a publicly
owned, not-for-profit community
hospital, providing care to the
residents of the East Bank of Jefferson
Parish and surrounding communities.
EJGH’s website is www.ejgh.org.

expensive but the basic electromagnetic one works well. Stay away
from the very cheap magnetic-type
stud finder that is not very accurate.
A small hardware kit is a critical
part of your tool kit, and can be easily
purchased at most hardware or home
improvement stores. A hardware kit
will contain an assortment of items
such as pictures hooks, nuts and bolts,
washers, wood screws and even some
sheet metal screws for repairing many
household items.
A 50-foot long heavyweight (12 or
14 gauge) grounded extension cord is
good to have on hand.
A plunger is an indispensable tool.
It’s the first tool to grab when you
need to dislodge clogs from sinks,
tubs, toilets, showers and floor drains.
When using it in a toilet, press down,
create a firm seal around the drain and
pull upward. The idea is to vacuum the
clog out, not push it deeper. There are
a couple of different styles, from your
typical “cup” type plunger, to a flange
toilet plunger, to plungers that look

like accordions. If you have to just
choose one, get a flange toilet plunger.
The flange can be pushed up into the
plunger to make it into a “cup” plunger.
No one wants to be without a plunger in
the middle of the night when needed.�
Of course safety is first when
doing any home maintenance or
project. But having the right tools in
your toolbox doesn’t help if you can’t
find them. Purchase a nice tool caddy
so everything is in one place and you
ready for use. 
Dan Dormady, P.E. is a licensed
professional engineer and licensed
home inspector and the president
of Criterium-Dormady Engineers,
a
locally
owned
consulting
engineering firm specializing in
residential and commercial building
inspection services. Dormady can
be reached at 456-6999, P.O. Box
113565 Metairie, LA 70011-3565,
or at criteriumdormady@cox.net.
Criterium-Dormady
Engineers’
website is www.criterium-dormady.
com.
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Tourism

Knights of Columbus convention a success
BY SHARON SOLOMON

It has been over a year since
the BP oil spill and my heart
goes out to all the families of
the 11 men who lost their lives.
I continue to hope that BP will
make good on their promises to keep our Gulf healthy,
our seafood safe and remove the oil from our beaches.
Tourism is very important to all the Gulf communities,
including Kenner.
Last month the 106th Knights of Columbus
state convention brought over 800 attendees to the
Pontchartrain Center, Kenner hotels and restaurants.
The general sessions, a formal Mass by Archbishop

Gregory Aymond of New Orleans, a formal “dress
out” where the members of the fourth degree wear
their regalia and arch their swords together were
just some of the highlights of this fantastic event.
“Messina’s outdid themselves serving delicious meals
and the Pontchartrain Center staff were outstanding,”
said Don Ducote, convention chairman. The Kenner
Convention and Visitors Center hopes to host this
event again in 2014.
May brings many graduations, dance revues
and such to the Pontchartrain Center. This marks the
beginning of the summer season and it looks to be a
hot one this summer. The KCVB is continuing our

sponsorship search and organization of the 2012 AAU
girl’s basketball national championship tournament
next June. It will be here before you know it.
Have a wonderful Mother’s Day and keep it in
Kenner by eating Mother’s Day brunch at one of our
own hotels or restaurants.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate
to call. 
Sharon Solomon is the marketing director for the
Kenner Convention and Visitors Bureau, located at
2100 Third Street in Rivertown. Sharon Solomon can
be reached at 464-9494, via email at kennercvb@aol.
com or at www.kennercvb.com.

Government

Safety fence installed for foreshore protection projects
A temporary safety fence has been erected for the
duration of two ongoing U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
construction projects and one East Jefferson Levee District
project in Jefferson Parish.
The projects are:
Foreshore Protection A – Starting at the St. Charles
Parish line to Elmwood Pump Station at a cost of $23
million. Estimated completion date is January 2012. The
project calls for extending the wave berm of the levee by

90’ into the lake along Reaches 1 and 2 using
uncompacted fill and graded stone.
Foreshore Protection B – Elmwood Pump
Station to 1800 feet east of Suburban Pump
Station at a cost of $18 million. Estimated
completion date is December 2011. The project
calls for extending the wave berm of the levees
by 90’ into the lake along Reach 3 and a portion
of Reach 4, using un-compacted fill and graded
stone.
The remaining section from the Suburban
Pump Station to Bucktown is being constructed
by the East Jefferson Levee District at a cost
of $11 million. Estimated completion date is
December 2011.
During the duration of these two projects, a

temporary safety fence has been installed from
the St. Charles Parish line to Bucktown. The
fence is a necessary safeguard to the public
because the limit of work for the contract comes
within a few feet of the new “All Weather
Access Road” built along the lakefront.
Another project is remediation work to
strengthen the weak areas of the 17th Street
Canal Floodwall. The construction is preventing
use of the bike path from Orpheum Avenue and
North Frontage Road continuing west to Rosa
Avenue and east ending at Carrollton Avenue.
Once construction has been completed, the
bike path will be restored and the temporary
safety fence will be removed. 

Kenner wins district cleanest city contest

We are a locally owned, independently operated,
family funeral home continuing a tradition that has
endured for 119 years! And we believe that makes a
great difference in the care, service and value your
family receives. If you ever have a question or would
like more information feel free to call or stop by.

Donna C. Bucci of Morgan City announced
on April 8, 2011, that the city of Kenner placed
first in Louisiana Garden Club Federation
District II competition for Louisiana’s cleanest
city contest and now moves on to the state
competition.
Bucci is president of the LGCF which
sponsors the cleanest city event. She was among
federation judges who visited Kenner on April 4
to view spots around town that were submitted
as part of the city’s application.
Bucci was back in Kenner on April 6 to
take part in the dedication of Kenner’s Veterans
Memorial Park as part of the national Blue Star
Memorial Program honoring men and women
who have served, are serving and will serve
in the United States military. Before helping
dedicate a large marker indicating the Blue Star
Memorial, Bucci told the attendees that Kenner
took first place in the district competition,
adding this was the first time the city had ever
entered the cleanest city event.
The state competition takes place the first
week of May.
Chateau Estates Garden Club, whose
president is Mary Crumb, sponsored Kenner
in both the cleanest city contest and the Blue

Star Memorial Marker Program. She said the
regional cleanest city success is the first part of
a two-step effort and that, on May 5, another
group of judges will visit to view the city under
stringent standards among other cities across
Louisiana.
“We are ecstatic that Kenner won first place
in the district and we thank the city staff for the
work they did toward that achievement,” she
said. “Our goal is now to be named cleanest city
in our category in the state.”
In 1958, the Louisiana Garden Club
Federation was first among members of the
National Garden Clubs, Inc. to sponsor a state
wide “Cleanest City Contest.” The aim of the
contest is to instill civic pride in the individual
citizens and thus, improve the appearance of
towns and cities.
The LGCF said each year the cleanest
city competition has become stronger, and
the cities and towns have achieved higher and
higher standards of cleanliness. The federation
points with pride to the many participating
communities through the years – and to the
ever-increasing number who work year round to
keep their communities clean and beautiful. 
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Code sweep finds 76 violations
A group of city inspectors from Kenner,
representatives from Entergy Corporation, Cox
Communications and Kenner Police took part in
a code enforcement sweep on April 19, 2011, in
Beachview Subdivision, netting 76 violations of
building and zoning codes.
In a continuing effort to reduce blight in certain
neighborhoods of Kenner, the sweep participants
visited residences in the 4100 through 4300 blocks
of Florida Avenue and on Newport Street, between
Alabama and Delaware Avenues.
Missy Heyl, assistant directror of inspection
and code enforcement, said most of the violations
dealt with violations of the electrical code – 53
for things ranging from broken outlet covers to
broken electrical fixtures.
Kenner police issued summons to occupants at
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Government
Kenner names Camardelle employee of the month

two locations that had illegal cable and electrical
hookups. Cox Communications discovered four
unauthorized cable hookups.
Other violations included five for high
grass and litter, four abandoned vehicles, four
fence violations, one violation for no permit for
contractor work and seven exterior violations.
There was one plumbing and no address on
building violation.
Heyl said the city will continue to conduct
periodic sweeps in neighborhoods where violations
and blight continue to be a problem.
Kenner District 3 Councilman Ben Zahn said,
“These sweeps are extremely productive when
done routinely. It keeps absentee property owners
aware that we are not going to tolerate these code
violations or any illegal activity.” 

Crouere

On April 20, 2011 during a meeting of department directors Misty Camardelle,
(center), a buyer in the city’s purchasing department, was presented a certificate
declaring her employee of the month for March, 2011. Making the presentation
were Theresa Nevels, assistant director of purchasing and Mike Quigley, city chief
administrative officer. Camardelle has been with the city since November 2008
and was commended for being a patient and helpful team player in her department who is not afraid to take on new responsibilities. Photo by Barry Sprague.

(continued from page 5)

personal life has been controversial
and he has been married several times,
at least his background is available to
anyone who wants to see it. In contrast,
Obama is the real mystery man, even
after 27 months in the Oval Office.
According to World Net Daily, “besides
Obama’s actual birth documentation,
the president has refused to release his
Punahou school records, Occidental
College records, Columbia University
records, Columbia thesis, Harvard
Law School records, Harvard Law
Review articles, scholarly articles from
the University of Chicago, passport,
medical records, files from his years
as an Illinois state senator, Illinois
State Bar Association records, baptism
records and his adoption records.”
It is shocking that the mainstream
news media has been so lax in their

background check of Barack Obama. No
GOP president would be allowed such
kid-glove media treatment. The media
demands that Republican candidates
release all of their personal information,
claiming that it’s the “public’s right to
know.” Of course, in the case of Obama,
the mainstream news media has been
strangely silent. Valid concerns raised
about the president’s lack of records
have been swept under the rug. Anytime
a question is raised about Obama’s
credentials or background, his media
and political defenders cry racism or
claim that the accuser in part of the
lunatic fringe of the GOP.
Trump is not bullied by such
criticism, which is why he was the only
potential GOP presidential candidate
to address the issue of Obama’s longform birth certificate. By highlighting a

Trahan

(continued from page 21)

Round Rock (13-6) first and Albuquerque
(10-8) second.
Donald Beaver has owned the team
since 2001. Executive Director and Chief
Operating Officer Ron Maestri continues
his outstanding service. General Manager
Mike Schline has set the bar at drawing
400,000 fans this season.
Over the course of 19 years, the
Zephyrs have provided great family
entertainment in Jefferson Parish for
residents of the entire greater New Orleans
area at affordable prices.
You can still attend a Zephyrs’
game for $6 (levee seat) while the most
expensive seat remains just $10 in advance
and $12 on game day in the lower bowl
of the stadium. Individual game rental of
suites are available.
The Zephyrs won the inaugural Triple
A World Series in 1998 and captured a
Pacific Coast League title in 2001. New
Orleans reached the playoffs in 1994,

1997, 2002 and 2007.
A return to the post-season in 2011
will hinge on the team finding more
offense as the weather gets sticky in the
dog days of the summer heat of New
Orleans.
For more information, call 734-5155
or go to www.zephyrsbaseball.com.
While the NFL season remains in
limbo, the Pacific Coast League season
is well underway. Borrowing a phrase
I coined back in the early days of the
Zephyrs when I was doing the radio and
television broadcasts, get out and “catch
some Zs” this summer. 
Ken Trahan serves as sports director
of WGSO 990 AM/WGSO.com and
is president and general manager of
neworleans.com Sports. Trahan is the
also the general manager and chairman
of the board of the Saints Hall of Fame
Museum in the Louisiana Superdome, and
runs the Life Resources Sports Ministry.

controversy that other GOP presidential
contenders would not touch, Trump
displayed both courage and keen
political instincts.
This issue has helped to separate
Trump from many of his competitors
and earned him high praise from
conservative tea party activists. As each
day passes, it seems more and more
likely that Trump will run for president
and be a serious contender in the 2012
Republican Party primaries.. 

Jeff Crouere is a native of New
Orleans and his Louisiana based television
program, “Ringside Politics,” airs at 7:30
p.m. on Fridays and at 10:00 p.m. Sundays
on PBS television station WLAE-TV,
Channel 32, and from 7:00 a.m. until 11:00
a.m. weekdays on radio station WGSO 990
AM in New Orleans and the north shore.
Crouere is a political analyst for WGNOTV ABC26. Visit Crouere’s website at www.
ringsidepolitics.com or email Crouere at
jeff@ringsidepolitics.com.

If you’re a small business owner with a
commercial real estate mortgage, now is the
time to secure stable, long-term financing through
the Small Business Administration’s federally-funded Jobs Act.
Convert your balloon mortgage to a low-interest SBA loan* from
Gulf Coast Bank! Take advantage of the SBA’s special, limitedtime refinancing program and historically low interest rates and
convert your loan with Gulf Coast Bank, Louisiana’s top SBA lender!**

Don’t Let
Your Balloon Mortgage
Carry You Away.
Refinance with Gulf Coast Bank
and the SBA
* Can only be used to refinance existing eligible debt in which 85% or more
was used to acquire, construct or improve eligible fixed assets. Debt must
have been incurred not less than 2 years prior to the date of application.
Must have been in business for at least 2 years prior to application.
Existing 504 projects and government-guaranteed loans are not
eligible. Subject to credit approval. All fees and closing costs to
be paid by borrower. Additional restrictions and requirements
apply. Contact your banker for full details.
** Gulf Coast Bank was rated the SBA’s Top
Dollar Lender in the Louisiana market.
Ranking as of 9/30/2010.

1-800-223-2060 www.Gulfbank.com
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Kenner summer camp

Ahmad

(continued from page 1)

(continued from page 19)

The Kenner Park and Recreation Department has moved its administrative offices into the old Kenner brake
tag station building located at 1905 24th Street, just down the street from the new brake tag station facility.

show for family and friends to enjoy.
Adventure Week is our last week and
during this week our camp kids go on
at least eight to 10 field trips, including
IMAX, the Aquarium, skating,
Adventure Quest, bowling, swimming
and many more interesting trips.”
In addition to the summer day camp,
Leisure Services also offers a wide
range of summer programming and
classes, including theater, gymnastics,
karate, tennis, arts and crafts and fitness
programs. “Specific dates and times vary
from program to program,” said Diaz.
“We have classes for children, adults
and also offer combined classes for
parents and their children to participate
in together. We have some remarkable
and unique classes. Come check us out.

There aren’t many cities in America that
offer the kind of summer programming
provided by the city of Kenner. Our goal
is to help build a healthy community by
providing opportunities for citizens to
access physical recreation and leisure
activities that promote health and
wellness. Our activities and programs
provide opportunities for families and
friends to build relationships, create a
sense of belonging in the community and
positively impact the local economy.”
A four-page center pull-out section
with full details about the Leisure
Services summer camp and classes
can be found in this May edition of
the Kenner Star. For more information
contact the Leisure Service Division at
468-7268 or 468-7284. 

Levee

(continued from page 1)

will be installed close to the resident
fences and a new berm will be built from
the new wall back to the new drainage.”
Campbell said a new bike path will
be built from Grandlake Boulevard to
Lake Pontchartrain. The existing bike
path will be completely destroyed. “This
is a very important part of our hurricane
protection strategy for the Kenner
area,” said Campbell. “We regret the
inconvenience we’re causing for people
who used to bike and walk on that trail
but, in the larger picture, the new rebuilt
west return floodwall is going to make
it safer for all of us for many hurricane
seasons to come.”

Campbell says access to the levee
along Lake Pontchartrain is now
allowed to the public. “The linear path
on the levee along the lake is now open
but there is a fence along the lake side
of the path because of a shoreline rock
project underway which is necessary
for 100-year hurricane protection,” said
Campbell. “Again, this is a dangerous
project. We need the fencing for safety
purposes. We will continue to allow
residents use of the path but they must
stay off the grass as we are trying to get
the grass established. Grass is critical
for armoring levees against erosion.” 

That’s the number of households that receive the Kenner
Star newspaper FREE in the mail each month.

Want to reach those people?
Call us to advertise!

468-9125

answered yes but when asked if they
would pay for the wireless service if it
were faster, only 11 percent answered
in the affirmative. I was pleased to
see that some services requested are
among those that already exist at the
airport, such as a bank, post office,
free WiFi and shoe shine. The detail
summary of the survey will soon be
available for viewing on the airport
website.
As I noted in previous columns,
we are underway with millions of
dollars of construction at the airport
that provides thousands of jobs.
These projects are now in various
stages of development from design
to actual demolition and remodeling.
In fact, construction barriers are now
erected both inside and outside the
terminal. As we plan the next step in
modernization, the feedback from the
survey will highlight what is important
to the public we serve.

On behalf of the New Orleans
Aviation Board, I would like to thank
everyone who participated in the
online survey. Your comments and
wishes are appreciated. It is your
comments and recommendations that
will help shape our projects that will
transform the airport and enhance the
customer experience. 
Iftikhar Ahmad, director of
aviation for Louis Armstrong New
Orleans International Airport may
be reached at director@flymsy.com.
Check your local listings for the air
time of the Armstrong International
Airport 30 minute television program,
“Airport Alive,” or view it on the
airport website, www.flymsy.com, by
clicking on the “Airport Alive” link on
the “News and Stats” page. You can
now follow the airport on Facebook
and Twitter @NO Airport.

Katz

(continued from page 5)

died away when the mayor’s call for
the formation of a streamlining task
force headed by Chehardy got the
story moving again. The task force
had only 17 days to review the city’s
budget and the excellent performance
of the task force served everyone
well. Meanwhile, the first tender signs
that the recession might be receding
can be found in the latest financial
numbers that indicate the economy
might be recovering.
Kenner’s young mayor and his
team are apparently going to survive

the financial crisis. Mayor Yenni has
handled himself capably, even while
losing on the property tax issue.
Credit also goes to Kenner Police
Chief Steve Caraway and Kenner Fire
Chief John Hellmers who tried their
best to pass the property tax millage
package. Both the mayor and the
citizens of Kenner owe thanks and a
round of applause to all of those who
served on the mayor’s streamlining
task force. They did all they were
asked to do and they did it well. 

Lyons

(continued from page 17)

unknown cause or primary adhesive
capsulitis, a supervised physical
therapy program for shoulder
stretching will usually be helpful.
The natural history of primary
adhesive capsulitis is resolution of
pain and stiffness over the course
of one to three years. Despite
the favorable prognosis, many
patients are not willing to suffer
the painful restriction of motion for
this length of time. Unlike primary
adhesive capsulitis, postsurgical
and posttraumatic shoulder stiffness
conditions are less likely to respond
to nonsurgical treatment. An initial
course of physical therapy may be
tried but surgical treatment may
ultimately be necessary.
Surgical treatment options include
closed manipulation, arthroscopic

release and open release. In general,
surgical treatment is reserved for
patients with continued shoulder pain
and stiffness despite an adequate
trial of nonsurgical treatment. An
evaluation by an orthopedic surgeon
is necessary to properly diagnose and
treat frozen shoulder. 
Thomas R. Lyons, M.D. is a board
certified orthopedic surgeon with over
10 years experience. The Orthopedic
Center for Sports Medicine is a
multi-specialty center dedicated to
complete musculoskeletal care with
focused expertise in shoulder and
knee injuries. Offices are located in
Kenner and Metairie. For additional
information call 467-5900 or visit
www.nolasportsmedicine.com.
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The task force

What’s next

(continued from page 1)

I have always had a special feeling for
Kenner which I think is one of America’s
great cities of its size.”
Once he signed on to be chairman
of the streamlining task force, Chehardy
called a meeting of all the members and
invited Mayor Yenni to sit with them. “It
was clear from the beginning that we had
some really smart people on the task force
and that they were willing to work hard.
They were all very serious about this work
and recognized the importance of it.”
What followed were a series of open
meetings starting on April 13 that brought
together the task force and, separately,
the seven members of the Kenner City
Council, City Hall administration and
department heads, Police Chief Steve
Caraway, Fire Chief John Hellmers along
with input from the public.
Due to the downturn in the economy
the city of Kenner has lost $5 million in
sales tax revenue over the last two fiscal
years. The city administration and the City
Council have reined in the budget from
$61.9 million in 2008-2009 to last fiscal
year’s $56.7 million.
Among the biggest proposals was
to sharply cut the Kenner Recreation
Department budget. “It was clear that over
the years, Kenner has built one of the finest
recreation departments in our region,”
said Chehardy. “But it’s difficult to justify
so many playgrounds and gymnasiums
when some neighborhoods have trouble
turning out enough kids to form a team.
We’re certainly not against recreation
but it seems apparent that even with
sharp cuts, Kenner will continue to have
plenty of facilities and volunteer coaches
to meet the needs of the community.” He
said there was little debate within the task
force about cutting the number of active
playgrounds from 11 to 5 and letting
14 KRD employees go. “This isn’t a
judgment about the work that these people
do,” said Chehardy. “It’s a budgetary
decision.” If the recommendation is
followed, the savings for the city could
amount to $651,562 a year.
In much the same way, Chehardy said
the task force recommended eliminating
nine City Council positions and cutting
out travel budgets for members of the
City Council. “It’s very easy to see how in
better financial times that the powers that
be decided each Council member needed
a full-time assistant and a travel budget
to allow them to attend professional
meetings about how cities can be run
better,” said Chehardy. “But when your
city is in a financial crisis, it’s much
harder to justify the assistants and the
travel. That’s not a negative judgment on
the work that the assistants do or the value
of traveling to professional meetings.
But if you’re going to ask everyone else
in government to tighten their belts, then
surely the members of the council ought
to consider making some sacrifices also.
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(continued from page 1)

Based on our conversations with them,
I think that they agree with that.” The
savings could be as much as $594,245 a
year if the recommendation is followed.
The task force agreed with Mayor
Yenni’s suggestion that the city’s
Community Service department be
eliminated and that some of its services
should be consolidated into other city
divisions. The task force noted almost
$500,000 could be saved without depleting
critical services to the community.
On the deliberations of the task force,
Chehardy said, “It was very business-like.
“We were all focused. One of the first
points the task force made is that the city
use capital expenditures for capital projects
only. That was unanimous. We also felt that
the emphasis on making improvements on
the basis of councilmanic district needs is
outmoded. It would, in our opinion, serve
the city better if there were a prioritizing
of city-wide needs.”
Once the task force had met with
the administration, the members of the
council, city department heads, chiefs
and the public, they convened a series
of closed door meetings where the task
force members made the hard decisions
regarding the cuts that would add up to
a savings of $3.5 million. Due to time
constraints, the task force had only 17 days,
from April11 to April 28 to complete their
meetings and offer recommendations.
“There were a few disagreements
as we worked out our recommendations
but we worked well as a group,” said
Chehardy. “The fact that we all knew one
another over the years and the mutual
respect we had for each other probably
contributed to the cordial way that we
worked together.”
In hindsight, Chehardy thinks that
because in the past Kenner was well-fixed
financially there was little emphasis or
interest in long-term planning. “It’s just
human nature that when you have lots
of money in the bank, there’s very little
urgency about planning,” says Chehardy.
“Now that Kenner is facing a major
financial crisis, for the first time in many
years, it’s clear that thinking ahead and
making financial plans in the event of a
downturn should be a priority in the 21st
century.”
In the report the task force states that
the city needs better planning for the future
and “the city has used band-aid solutions
to leap from budget to budget without a
vision for Kenner’s next generation.” The
task force strongly urged the mayor and
the council to budget appropriately for
professionally driven five-year and tenyear vision plans for the city of Kenner.
Kenner’s streamlining task force
report along with all of the recommended
budgetary cuts to the city’s 2011-2012
budget can be found at the city’s website,
www.kenner.la.us. 

them to draft their budget requests for
the upcoming year. During the course of
the fiscal year each city department head
receives a monthly updated report of their
expenditures.
Each department head is then asked
to prepare a proposed budget for the
coming fiscal year that is 90 percent of the
previous year’s budget, in the event that
cuts are required in the coming year. They
are also allowed to request additional
funding they may need over and above
the current year, which is reviewed during
the budget process to determine if the
funding is needed and if adequate funds
are available to provide it.
The finance department also prepares
a projection of city revenues for the
coming fiscal year. This includes all
the city’s income sources, of which the
primary revenues are sales and property
tax collections and Treasure Chest Casino
revenues.
By late March, the mayor and his
administration, will have met with each
department head and will have discussed
their budget requests. The administration
often seeks input from the city council
during this period as well. In April, the
mayor and his administration, based on
the city’s projected revenues and those
department requests, prepare a proposed
budget that must be submitted to the
council by May 1.
After May 1, the city council schedules
hearings with each city department head in
order to question the department heads on

their proposed budgets for the upcoming
fiscal year. The public is invited to those
hearings. After the council hearings are
completed, at their first meeting in June,
the council usually adopts the budget.
Before adoption at the council meeting,
the council is required by city charter to
have a public hearing on the budget. So
when the budget ordinance comes up for
adoption at that meeting they open the
public hearing, at which time residents
can address the council regarding the
proposed budget. Prior to adoption the
council members can make amendments
to the budget, which requires a majority
vote of the council. After the public
forum is over, the council discussions are
completed and amendments are made, if
any, the council would be able to adopt the
budget by a majority vote of the council.
However, if the council amends the
budget during this time and adopts the
amended budget, it is now sent to the
mayor for his signature. The mayor can
sign it into law, veto lines items or the
whole budget, or do nothing whereby then
the amended budget becomes law. If the
mayor vetoes anything, the mayor sends
it back to the council and the council will
have the option to override the vetoed
budget at the next council meeting. A
super majority, at least five council votes,
are needed to override any veto made by
the mayor.
The budget adoption process for
Kenner’s 2011-2012 fiscal year must be
completed by June 15, 2011. 

Task force results
(continued from page 1)

administrative officer and finance director
of Jefferson Parish, and Professor Patrick
Lynch, a forensic accounting expert and
Loyola University professor in public
accountancy with 33 years experience
in that field. Lindsey Calub, a longtime
city auditor, and Duke McConnell,
Kenner’s Chief Financial Officer, served
as advisors. All served as volunteers.
In April 2011 during a series of
meetings the task force heard presentations
from Mayor Yenni and members of the his
administration, all seven members of the
Kenner City Council, Police Chief Steve
Caraway and Fire Chief John Hellmers,
along with testimony from citizens and
patrons of Kenner. The task force meeting
presentations were held at Kenner’s City
Hall and open to the public as well as
publicized in accordance with all city and
state regulations.
Announcement by Yenni of the task
force creation came on the heels of a
defeat by Kenner voters of six property
tax millage proposals on last month’s
April 2 election ballot.
Yenni said the people of Kenner made
it clear they wanted additional cuts in
government spending. He said Kenner’s

first-ever streamlining task force has
offered an “independent and unemotional
view of Kenner city spending” with
recommendations on how to best fund
Kenner government.
“I wanted Jefferson Parish’s top
business leaders to offer their insight into
our budget and this process.” He said,
“Kenner is the largest city in Jefferson
Parish and its success has great impact on
the progress of our parish.”
Chehardy called Yenni’s move
“responsible and accountable.”
Yenni said although the city
administration has already eliminated $5
million in spending and 81 job positions,
“we must cut deeply.” He said the goal of
the task force was to recommend spending
cuts by another $3.5 million.
After the defeat of the propositions
in the first week of April, Yenni said, “I
asked (city) council members to put aside
territorial ambitions and differences so
that we can solve the problem ahead. The
public expects nothing less.”
The streamlining task force members
were given 17 days to review the city’s
budget, listen to testimony and offer
recommendations and analysis. 
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2201 West Napoleon at Williams Blvd., Kenner
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